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In honor of Hugo BuchthNÿ'
On his death ha 1905, HaNS GRAEVEN left betfind an important mmmscript on late
antique ivory diptychs. Three completed parts of it - treating the Liveqÿool Asclepius and
Hygieia, the diptych of tile Nicomachl and the Symmachi, and the Consecratio in tile Bri-
tish Museum   were printed posthumously, with an explanatoD, note by RICHaP, D DEL-
BRUECK, ha the R6mische Mitteihmgen of 1913I. Not many years later, DEtÿRUECK pub-
lished his o\ÿaÿ, now standard book on the same subject, mad GmaEVEN'S work was eclipsed.
The diptych of tile Nicomachi mid tim Symmachi came to be mfiversally described accord-
hag to DEImRUECE: a priestess of Ceres at an altm" of Cybele, mid a priestess of Bacchus
offering to Jupiter, despite the fact that both terms of tbeir identification are really veW
oddL What circumstances would explaha an offering to Jupiter by a priestess of Bacchus,
and why would a ,priestess of Ceres, differ so extravagantly from the normal well-draped
Roman type?:ÿ Equally questionable is DELBRUEK'S speculation that the ,priestesses, are
,probably idealized portraits, of real women, but this idea was rejected immediately and is
not now hi general circulationL
Like other interpreters before mad after him, GRAEVEN began by makhag a lexicon of
symbols. On Synmaacborum (pl. ha) tile iÿT garland worn b)" tile matron and the cmatha-
as held by her attendmlt denote Dionysus, mad the oak tree has Dionysiac cormotations;
* A preliminai), presentation of these findings was
made at the symposium honoring Hugo Buetlthal on
his 80th birthday in 1989. To Professor Buchthal, who
first introduced me to the art of late antiquity. I wish
to cxpress my eonthming gratitude, affection, and
esteem.
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H. GRAEX'EN, Heichlische Diptychen: RomMitt 2S
{!913) 193/304.
R.  DELÿRtnÿCK,  Die  Consulm'diptychen  und  ver-
wandte Denkmÿler, Text (Berlin/Leipzig 1929) 212.
VOtÿACH tool: up GRAEVEN'S interpretation in the first
edition of his hand)' corpus, but abandoned it for DZL-
BRUEK'S in the second: W. F. VOtÿaCH, Elfenbeinar-
heiten der Sphtamike und des ffiihen Miuelalters
{Mainz 1916) 31/2 Nr. 25, 2nd ed. (Mainz 1952) 39
Nr. 55, 3rd ed. (Mainz 1976) 51 Nr. 55.
Compare the exmnples in F. POtnÿSEN, CatNogue of
Ancient Sculpture ha the Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek (Co-
penhagen 1951) 387/8 Nr, 532a, ,and M. BrzBrm, An-
cient Copies. Contributions to the HistoD, of Greek and
Roman Art (New York 1977) 163/7 (,Priestesses of Ce-
rest}.
DrtÿRUEÿ: (as in n. 2) 212/3; idem, Zu spÿitrrmi-
schen  Elfenbeinen  des  Westreichs:  BormJbb  132
(1952) 173/4 (,zwm" Idealporÿrats zweier Damen dieter
Fmnilien . . .0; opposed by E. WEmAtÿ'ÿ, Zur spÿtanti-
ken Elfenbeinskulptur: Kritische Berichte zur kmastge-
schichtlichen Literatur 2 ( 1930/1931 ) 45.
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on Nicomachormn (pl. 4a/b) the pine tree and the cymbals refer to Cybele, the iW garland
again denotes Dionysus, and the torches and the peculiar waÿy of bundling the mantle
around the hips belong to a more general vocabulary of the mysteriess. GmuwÿN's unique
contribution was to go beyond tiffs kind of analysis to identify the iconographic anteced-
ents of the two principal figures. The young woman xdth two long down-tin'ned torches on
Nicomachopam is a distinctive type found on a group of dispm'ate ancient objects, in-
chtding Athenian coins (pl. 4d/e), a Roman relief ha Naples (pt. 6b), and late antique tan-
robolium altm's (pl. 9a/b). GRAEVEN took this figure to be a priestess perfocming a rite of
initiation into a mystmy cult; which mystery he could not decipher because of the com-
peting allusions to Cybele and Dionysus on the plaque6. The matron on Symmachotama he
traced to a type used for Roman imperial portrait statues, for example the so-called ,Dru-
sitlaÿ fimn Cerveteri (pl. 5b) and a smaller, later statue in the Vatican Galleria dei Cande-
tabriL From the generalized face, GmtEWN deduced tllat the ivory refief was not copied
fi'om a portrait but from the portraits' idealized model. He did not defme the relationship
between this generic matron and the Nicomachomm priestess, except to say that the two
,go together, (,zwei zusammengehrrende Szenen einer Weihehandhmg0s.
As if in reaction to GRAeWN'S fmal vagueness, DÿLBRCrECK created a unified iconog-
rapby by imposing conceptual symmeuy, finding one priestess mad two cults on each
plaque. His readhag of NicomachoPam is a systematization of GUaEVEN'S: a priestess of
Ceres (because of the Eleusinian associations of the figure, discussed below) at an altar of
Cybele (the pine tree). The matron became another priestess, of Dionysus (iw), and her
altar was ascribed to Jupiter because of the oak, even though, as DEUBRUECK admitted, ,a
cult association between Jupiter and Bacchus is not othmÿvise attestedO. This interpretation
made the diptych seem to be an emblem of late pagan syncretism, and as such it was taken
up in the important article on ,,the last pagan revival, by HEP.BERT BLOCH. BLOCH created
the hybrid which is now fotmd ha most catalogues and textbooks, crossing DEtSÿRUECK'S
iconography with OTTO SEECK'S explanation (specifically rejected by DEkUaUECn) of the
inscriptions at the tops of the plaques, namely, that the diptych was made ,as a soatvetffrÿ of
a maniage between the two distinguished pagan fanfflies beaded by Virius Nicomaehus
Flavianus (d. 394) and Q tmatus Aurelius Symmachtts (d. 402)w.
BencH's assertion that DELBRUECK'S syncretistic priestesses were ,a very appropriate
subjecu for a wedding favor was received with equanimity for nearly forty years, until 1986
GRAEVEN (as in n. I) 232,6.
s Ibid. 258166.
; Ibid. 26519. For ,Drusilla< A. GIULIaNO, Catalogo dei
ritratti romani de[ Museo Profano Lateranense (Vati-
can City 1957) 30 Nr. 33; H. YON Hÿtt-rrzE: W. HEtaÿm,
Ffihrer durch die 6ffentlichen Sammlungen "ldassischer
Alterttimer in Rom3, ed. H. 5PEtER, 1 (Tiiblngen 1963}
754 Nr. 1048; BIEBER (as in n. 3) 177/8 figs. 772/4. For
the statue in the GallelSa dei Candelabri: G. lapmm,
Die Skulpturen des Vaticarÿchen Museums, Text, 3,2
(Berlin 1956) 23112 Nr. 4 (125). These and five other
Roman statues were brought together by W. KLEIN as
derivatives of the Praxitelean ,Urania,: Praxiteles (Leip-
zig 1898) 3611. Since then scholars have disputed whe-
ther they descend directly from a fourth-centreT proto-
type or from a late hellenistic variation; cf. A. HERLER,
R6mische weibfiche Gewandstatuen:  Mtinchner aa--
chaologische Studien dem Andenken A. FurtwXnglers
gewidmet (Munich 1909) 160/1, 196, 232; G. IAVpOtD,
Kopien und Umbildtmgen griechischer Statuen (Mu-
nich 1923) 211.
GRaEWN (as in n. 1) 266.
" DEkBRUECK (as ill n. 21 212. cf. \VVJGaÿO (as ha n. 4)
45 (not a cult connection, but a henotheistic conflation
of Jupiter and ,Dionysos Meilichios0. The association
of S)wrmaachomm with Jupiter goes back at least to H.
Usÿ'4rJa, Anecdoton HoldeH. Ein Beinÿg zur GescbJchte
Roms in ostgothJscher Zeit (Bomÿ 1877) 36ÿ.
to H. BmCH, A New Document of the Last Pagan Re-
\4va] in the West, 393-394 A.D.: HarvThRev 38 (1945)
229/30. C[ÿ O. Sÿ[cÿ, Q: Aurdli Sylranachi quae super-
sÿmt = MGH AA 6,1 (Berlin 1883) LLX,ÿ; Dÿtÿuÿcÿ:
(as in n. 2) 21314; idem (as in n. 4) 174.
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when ALAN CAMERON denounced sonqe apparent implausibilitiestL Most conspicuous are
the down-turned torches, normally associated with mourning and death, ÿthe vely antithe-
sis, of wedding iconographyÿL CAMERON reidentified the torch-bearer as ,the searchhag De-
meter, because of an affurity with the fmal image of Claudian's incomplete poem, De raptu
Proserpinae: ,... fi'om Ema first she drags her steps, .. • follows the straying tracks of the
chariot-wheels and examines the fields in the full light of her lowered torch[es]'ÿs. There
was an ancient numismatic iconoga'aphy of Ceres seeking Proserphla ÿth two torches
(pl. 4c); h'onically, GRAEVEN adduced it as evidence that the woman on Nicomachot'am
cmtld not represent that subjec04. CAMERON did not refer to it, though he did propose that
the ivotT plaques ,were copied fi'om some earl), imperial model[s]q chosen for their appo-
siteness to the theme of deathÿs. CAMERON argued that the diptych was made to commem-
orate the deaths of the same two patres famitiae invoked by BLOCH. He adapted DEL-
BRnECK'S reading of Symmachorum to be compatible with this fi_mction: ,the otber ,,priest-
ess-, beneath.. • the oak tree of Jupiter, is quietly making an offerhrg to the sph'its of the
dead,ÿ.
Recently, EmKa SIMON noticed the iconogTaphic tradition of Nicomachomm that GRaE-
YEN had already discovered. Citing the only example not blown to him, on the so-called
sarcophagus from Tot're Nova (pl. 7a), she identified the figure as a ,Kore typeÿ, altered by
the ivot'y carver who exposed the full right breast. According to SIMON, the change ,con-
ferred on Korea cormotation of Aphrodite,, making her Cora-VenustL The woman on
Synnnachornm she identified as a pendant Cora-luventas, because of the ivy (= Liberal
Kore), mad because only Iuventas had associations with both Bacchns (Liber) mad Jupiter
(designated by the oakps. In SIMON'S account the two women ,are essentially a single god-
dess. Cora-luventas is like a bride before mmxiage, Cora-Venus like a young roan'led wo-
man,. As a whole the diptych represents ,an allegot3' on the ,,mysterinm- of the mml"iage
of two lnembers of aristocratic pagan families...,ÿ9.
My own efforts to decipher the iconoga'aph), of the diptych are founded on GRaEVEI,"S,
mad I have also adopted his interpretive procedure. His approach can be distinguished fi-om
DEt.nRUECK'S, which I would call lexical (based on dictionaries rather than \4sual traditions)
tl A. CA,'aERON, Pagan Ivories: CoUoque genevois sur
S)munaque ÿ I'occasion du mille six centiÿme anniver-
saire du conflit de l'autel de la Victoire (paris 1986)
4215. DEtÿRUÿCK'S or BLOCH'S ÿ4ew is repeated in near-
ly all modem reference works, e. g., VotÿaCH (as in n.
2); K. SHVÿ'ros: K. Wra'i-ZMar,'N (ed.), Age of Spiritual-
ity. Late Antique and Earl), Christian Art, Ttfird to Se-
venth Centre)' (New York 1979) 186/8 Nrs. 16516; D.
STUrZÿNCFJa: SpS.tantike und friihes Christentum. Aus-
stegung im kiebiegbaus Museum alter Plastik (Frank-
furt 1983) 53315 Nr. 141; j.-P. CAILtET, L'antiquitd
classlque, le haut moyen ÿge et Byzance au Musde de
Cluny (Pads 1985) 10416 Nr. 48; P. \\qLtaÿtSON, The
Medieval Treasury. The Art of the Middle Ages in the
Victoria and Albert Museum (London 1986) 44. Al-
most a lone dissenter is p. MFrz, Elfenhein der Spatan-
tike (Munich 1962) 617 (citing an opinion credited to
H. B. JÿSEN), wbo characterized Nicomachortlm as ,a
being of godlike character ... perhaps Vesta,, and
Synunachm'am as ÿa manifestly eartbly woman,.
12 C,U.tERON (as in n. 11) 44.
is Claudlan, De raptu Proselnpinae 3,438142  (J.-L.
CHArttÿr [1991] 81,J. B. HALL 11985] 340/1; Eng. tr.
M. pLaTtÿAOER = LCL Claudian 2, 375).
14 Denarius of Caius Vibius call fifius Pansa, 87 b. c. e.,
head of Apollo (obverse) and Ceres walking beMnd a
pig; H. A. GrtuEBÿrÿ, Coins of the Roman Republic in
the British Museum, 3 (reprint Oxford 1970) 290 Nr.
2241. GmÿWN (as in n. 1) 25718, fig. 6b.
ts CÿStÿRON (as in n. 11) 51.
l* Ibid. 4915S; quotation on p. 52.
i1 E. St.ÿtoN, The Diptych of the Synunactfi mad Nico-
mac|ft. An Inteqxetation: Greece and Rome 39 (1992)
5819. I aln indebted to my colleague Richard Hmnilton
for calling this piece to my attention.
1ÿ SIMON (as in n. 17) 59162.
t9 Ibid. 63, 59. For more recent interpretations of the
diptych, see n. 201 below.
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and from that of the more recent studies, which is intuitive. I have not attempted to de-
duce the meaning of the diptych from its function, since to do so presupposes that the
iconography somehow matched the function, and we do not know that it did; the questioli
of function has been left asideÿ°. I have not accepted the premise that anything is possible
in the fourth centmT, stated explicitly by Stÿ,mN (,Admittedly the ivy.., strikes a strange
note... But we are in late antiquity,) but also inaplicit in DEta3ROECK'S nonsensical ,priestess
of Bacchus offering to Jupiter, mad in the long history of its positive reception2L Instead I
have assumed that the diptych would not have offended the antiquarian sensibilities of
men who memorized Vergil mad edited Livy, and have tried to test any potential explana-
tion by the standards of a Servius or a Macrobins. My goal has been to understand the
diptych from an external standpoint, as a viewer. I have not endeavored to divine the
motives of the designer, not least because we have no idea who the designer was. The two
plaques obviously were carved by different craftsmen, mid a third person probably devised
the iconography. Often the diptych has been discussed as if it were designed by Quintus
Aurelius Symmachus himself, but tiffs is not a safe assumption, especially as we are not
certain of its date2ÿ.
GRAÿWN'S method could be called philological, in the sense that it explicates by tracing
prior or parallel uses of a seme - a word ha literature, a motif in art. It is PANOFSKV'S
,histoW of types,ÿ3. It is not an end in itself, but delineates a realm of possibilities hi which
the usage at hand may be assessed. Unfortunatdy, sometimes the prior uses are themsel-
ves so problematic that they demand their own explications and generate digressions; tiffs
proved to be the case with Nicomachorum. Because the elements of Symmachorum are
simpler, it will be treated first.
EN S,
i fi'om
ions)
SYMMACHORUM
{ iÿ¸
5
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The matron wears a long chiton and an himation pulled across her chest to fall over
her left shoulder (pl. ÿa). Part of the mantle is drawn against her left hip and pressed there
by the left forearm, forming a little kmot abm,e the elbow. Iter hair is bound up by a broad
ribbon, over which is the ivy garland. In her left hand she holds a cylindrical container
(acerra) filled with nut-like objects that usually are identified as kernels of incense. Her
right hand is poised above the container as if to remove a kernel to drop it into the fire on
the altar. The lower part of her hod), is in shaq3 (hunaanly impossible) torsion, with the
right foot rotated away from the left one alnmst 180°.
The statue type proposed by GP.aEVEN as the source for this figure has the same gen-
eral features, although the himation is more rictfly folded and the contrapposto is far more
persuasive anatomically (pl. 5b; note that the raised right arm is an en'oneous restora-
0 Ftmction ÿfill be the subject of another stud), (ÿdth
T. C. BP.ÿ'ÿNaN, fo,thcoming).
,1 SW,ÿION (as in n. 17) 59.
2z The dates generally cited aU depend on some hypo-
thesis of fimction or occasion: the marriage of Nicoma-
chus Flavianus and a daughter of Quintus Aure[ins
Symmachus in 392 or 394 (O. SEECK: P\V 6,2 [1909]
2511 Nr. 15) or tbat of Q: Fabins Memmius Symma-
chus and a daughter of Nicomachus Flaÿfianus around
401 (idem: ibid. 4A,I 119311 1159 Nr. 271, or, accord-
ing to CaÿfVmON, the death of Qpintus Aurelius S)wn-
machus hi 402 (CaÿslrmoN {as in n. 11 ] 51 ).
2s 1 refer to his famous diagram: E. PaNOFSllV, Studies
in iconologo,. Humanistic Themes in the Art of the Re-
naissance (1939; reprint New York 1972) 14/5.
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tion)ÿL GRAEVEN argued fi'om the implausibilities ha the ivory - including the position of
the right leg mad the fact that the fight at'In is somehow free of the tfimation - that the
ivmT carver worked from a three-dimensional prototype, not a relieÿ5. But there is a relief
image that explains both of these features, a type of Pietas that appears on coins mad
medals minted in the reigns of Hadlÿan and Antoninus Pins (pl. 5c)ÿ6. On the cohas one
Finds the same vertical alignment of the hatlds above the altar; a comparable scarf-like
rendition of the part of the mantle thrown over the shoulder mad the elevated hemline
rising across the lower legs; and a similar planar disposition of the feet. The ivory carver
complicated this last feature by making the fat- leg the one that is in play - hence the
exaggerated torsion - but it is easy to see how he might have been insph'ed by the pose of
the figure on the coins. Of course, it is possible that the coin is not itself the source but only
the reflection of a source, a monumental relief or painting that the ivoly cata,er "knew and
copied dli'ectly. I Fred this the less likely possibility for several reasons. No one has yet
suggested such a model for this cohÿ type, nor is it necessary to think that there must have
been one, as specialists agTee that some reverse types, at least, were numismatic haven-
tionsÿL More important, there is strong evidence of a tendency anaong fourth-centuD, de-
sigaaers to take up old numismatic iconogwaphies. Among ivoD, diptychs, the British Mu-
seum Consecratio, the diptych of Stilicho and Serena, and the plaque inscribed ,Famober-
tus, published by Moÿ¢rv,\UCON all have numismatic comparandaÿS. Among contomiates
one even finds the revival of a second-centuD, type of Pietas, identical to the Symmacho-
pare one ha action (she also strews incense upon a flaming altar) but different in pose
pl. 5d). It is based on the reverse of an issue of Antoninus Pins in honor of his deified wife
Fausthaa (ca. 14 1 )2ÿ. Given these likely parallels, it seems to me most probable that S),m-
machorum too was principally inspired by a coin. If a monumental prototype also came
into play, it could have done so in the wake of the numismatic exemplar.
Pietas was a common subject of Roman coin reverses from the Republican period on-
ward. Female figures identified by this legend appeared in numerous types and guises: ha
bust fbÿan or seated; statlding frontany, in three-quarters view, or in profile; raising empty
bands or holding patera, perfume- or incense-box, comucopiae, globe, sceptre, or Victory;
accompanied by a stork, a child or children, or an altar30. The type emulated by Symma-
chorum seems to have been havented in the reign of Hadrian, and it was used in 138 for
coins celebrating his two proclaimed successors, the short-lived Aelius and then Antoninus
the
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:ÿ GRAEVrN (as in n. 1) 269; G1ULI.ÿNO (as in n. 7).
zÿ GRAEVEN (as in n. 1) 270.
Aureus of Antonhms Pins as Caesar, 138 c. e., Ame-
rican Numismatic Society. The reverse corresponds
exactly to P. L. STRACK, Untersuchungen zur r6mi-
schen ReichsprSgung des zweiten Jahrhmadevts, 2, Die
Reichsprÿgung zur Zeit des Hadrian (Stuttgaax 1933)
Nr. 407, pl. \ql 407; and to k BREGLI& Roman Impe-
rial Coins. Their Art and Technique, tr. P. Gÿ,* (Lon-
don 19681 144/6 Nr. 36. See also H. MAÿNGLV / E. A.
SYDENHAÿ,I, The Roman ImpeFiÿ Coinage, 2, Vesplsian
to Hadiian (London 1926) 395 Nr. 454a, pl. XIV 294,
and Nr. 454h; on these examples Pietas faces right.
:7 j. M. C. TOYNBEE, Picture-Language in Roman Art
and Coinage: Essays in Roman Coinage presented to
H. Mattingb, (Oxford 1956) 222; C. VrmÿtEuIÿ, The
Cult Images of lmperlal Rome (Rome 19871 27, 30.
2s Consecratio: GRAEVEN (as in D. 1) 279/86, pL VIII.
Stilicho mid Serena: K. 3. SHELTO.% The Diptych of the
Young office Holder: JbAC 26 (1982) 163/5, pl. 8a/b.
Ennobertus: P. LASKO, An Unnoticed Leaf of a Late An-
tique IvoD, Diptych, and the Temple of Mercury ha
Rome: The Vanishing Past. Studies of Medieval Alÿ, Li-
turgO, alld Metrology presented to Ch. Hohler = B.A.R.
International Series 111 (Oxford 1981) 9112, pl. 7.3.
A. and E. AIÿOIÿI, Die Kontomiat-Medaillons l, Ka-
talog (Berlin 1976) 32Nr. 110, pl. 38,1; 77 Nr. 226, pl.
92.6/10; 2, Text (Berlin/New York 1990) 228 Nr. 239;
L. SACHERO, 1 contomiati di Rorna imperiale (Turin
1987) 76/7 fig. 35.
o C. KocH: PW 20,1 (1950) 1225/32; MATI1NGLY et
at., The Roman Imperial Coinage (as in n. 26) vols.
118, Indices of Types. In the index to voL 9 (VMenti-
nian l-Theodosins 1) Pietas has disappeared.
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Pins3t. Owing to a lack of published illustrations it is difficult to determine the frequency
and longevity of the type thereafter, but it does seem that on dies of tiffs general descrip-
tion (,Pietas standing r. [or 1.], by altar, raising r. hand and holding box of incensed the
three-quarters view employed on the contorniate was prefen'ed32. The strict profile and the
vertically aligned hands of the issue of 138 (pl. 5c) are distinctive.
To claim that the model of Symmachorum is the Pietas type of 138 is only to broach
the question of its meaning. The model itself is a problem,as scholars have disputed
whether the sacrificing figure is meant to represent the Caesar's pietas in sachs, his obser-
vance of religious duty, or his pietas adversus parentes, his observance of filial obligations
towards Iris adoptive fatherÿ. C. KOCH remarked the artificiality and ultimate wrong-
headechaess of insisting on these labels as alternatives3L For our purposes, the debate is
relevant chiefly because it calls attention to the texture of the concept the image repre-
sents. Pietas was a pervasive mid endmÿlg value of Romaÿa culture, mad so specific to it that
the word is often said to be untranslatable35. Yet it was not static; on the contrary. Notions
of pietas evolved mad were forcibly altered, to the extent that it is now hiapossibte to isolate
just what the ancient numismatic figure denoted to its admirers in the fourth century. At
most we can describe a spectrum of possibilities, anchored at one pole by the ancient
literary folÿmlations on which the mores of the circle of the Symmachi were nourished, at
the other by the contemporary fourth-century discussion in which the sigÿffficance of pietas
was transformed.
,Religion is the term applied to the fear and worship of the gods. Pietas warns us to
keep our obligations to out" comattT or parents or other kin,36, ,Equity (aequitas) is also said
to have three parts: one pertains to the gods in heaven, the second to the spMts of the
departed, the third to men. The [h'st is called pietas, the second respect, the third justice or
equityOL ,What ispietas, if not a benevolent gratitude to one's parents?ÿ3s ,Pietas is justice to
the godsdL Cicero is not consistent, but a compilation of his pronouncements indicates that
pietas is dutiful behavior towards the gods, and towards family, mid towards the state40.
Not only behaÿdor, it is an internal disposition; paradoÿcally, it is ,also the external object
of its own inclinations, a goddess receiving worship mad a cult: ,in Rome temples have been
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dedicated by the state to all these qualities [Mens, Pietas, Virtus, Fides], the purpose being
that they who possess them (as all good men do) should believe that the gods themselves
are established within their own souls,4L
,Sum pius Aeneas,: in the Aeneid, pietas is the hero's defining ÿfirtue;2. Book 2, with the
famous episode of the rescue of Anchises and Ascanius from Troy, presents him as a
seemingly trmaspm'ent emblem of pietas adversus parentes; this image appears on Roman
coin reverses mad also on fourth-century contort-flares43. As the poem progwesses, however,
some of the implications of Aeneas' pietas are revealed to be unsavory, tinging his virtue
vAth anabiguity. The killing of Tunms was especially problematic, and offered an opportu-
nit), to Christima commentators to attack the morality of pagan pietas4ÿ. As if aware of a
difficult),, Symmachus' contemporary Servius was insistent: ,the whole sense [of the Tur-
nus episode] pertains to the glol3, of Aeneas; for when he thinks to spm'e Iris enemy he is
shown to be piu.ÿ, mad when he slays him he acts xÿdth tbe mark of pietas, since out of
respect for Evander he avenges the death of Pallas,4s.
In the course of the empire pietas was absorbed by the ideology of inaperium and
imperator. In the writings of Li\T, Tacitus, and Plhay the Younger the word appears ÿfith a
meaning like ,devotion, or ,loyalty, - of the infantry to the state, of the senate to the em-
peroÿqr. As a virtue it became an imperial attribute; pietas Augusti, or pietas augusta is
what the coins celebrate, not the goddess herself4L ,Vestra Pietasÿ was a folÿqa of imperial
addressÿs. These developments put the fourth-centre3, pagan in a delicate situation. To defy
the emperor was ,impius,, but the Christian emperor was himself impius in pagan telwns49.
The ,pins, pagan was derided as impius: ,though these [well meaning pagmÿs] may lead
lives morally sound in the greatest faith mad hmocence, because.., they worship false gods
whose impious and profane rites tbe true God hates, the), are alien to justice and the name
of tnÿe pielas,so. Christians endeavored to empty the word, as they emptied the temples, of
" Cicero, De legibus 2,11,28 (G. DE PLINVAL [1939]
54, K. ZIEGt.rm [1950] 65; Eng. tr. C. W. KEYES = LCL
405; DE PtarÿX,aL translates differently). On the temples
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its pagan content. In an excess of irony (enhanced by an echo of Seneca), St. Jerome
turned even pietas adversus parentes on its head: ,though your mother with dishevelled
hail" and torn rainaent show you the breasts that gave you suck, though your father fling
himself upon the threshold, trample your father underfoot and go your way, fly with teat'-
less eyes to the standard of the cross. In these matters to be cpael is pietas,SL
Quintus Aurelius Symmachus was centrally involved in this debate. His plea for the
restoration of the altar of Victory to the senate house appeals" repeatedly to classical no-
tions of pietas, even though the word is barely usedSL Prudentins' response, which ends on
the phrase ,pietate sequaturÿ, rejects his arguments explicitly. Following Ambrose, lm ridi-
cules Symmachus' claim that in retut-n for their traditional obsetwance the pagan gods offer
men protection, by obsmMng that many gods venerated in Rome had come to be so by
abandoning (,o pietas!,) tbe people of the cities that Rome conqueredsÿ. More interestingly,
Prudentins rejects Symmachus' presentation of pietas as static, the perfected legacy of a
wiser past, with a demonstratiou of its historical mutability. He asserts that man's original
belief (indigena pietas) was monotheistic. The fu'st Romans had only a few gods; the gods
of Symmachus came later. Christian pietas is the next stage, at once an historical advance
over the multiple cults of Symmachus and a reversion to pristine indigena pietasSL In its
progTess histotT exposes Symmachus' religion as ,inpia,ss.
ha the pobuized clinaate of the late fourth century, Pietas was a charged symbol. The
viewer who recognizes the symbol on the ivoW plaque may infer that the plaque partici-
pates in the polemic and conversely, that the polemic is imbedded in the plaque. But this
level of meaning is latent, deferred or contradicted, by one prominent alteration of the
model. On the coin, the sacrificing figure is properly veiled, but on the ivotT her hair is
uncovered. The ivy garland marks her unequivocally as a devotee of Dionysus (Roman
Liber). The girlish hairdo, loosely bound by a broad ribbon that lets wisps mad locks of it
escape, is also a Dionysic feature. It is so like the coil of a ,Maenad, on a second-centuD,
relief in the Museo Nazionale Romano (pl. 5e) that it must have been copied fi'om a similar
ancient model, and gTafted to the source that supplied the figure36.
The woman is attended by a girl likewise wreathed in ivy, wbo holds a cmatharus mad a
dish of nuts or fmlts. She usually is called a camillaSL According to Macrobius, camilli mad
n Jerome, Epistula 14, Ad Hellodorum Monachum 2
(J. LABOURr 1 [19491 36; Eng. tr. F. A. WPaGHT = LCL
31/3). The letter is datable 37617; twenty ),ears later
Jerome apologized for its ,scolastico fioro (ep. 52,1,
LanOURT 2 [1951] 172). GamalsoN (as in n. 35) 35.
sÿ Syrmmachus, Relatin 3, D. N, Theodosin semper
Aug. (D. VEmÿ, Commento stotico alle Relatinnes di
Qpinto Aurelio 3immaco [Pisa 1981 ] 35214, commen-
tary 12153, Wwrzrs [as in n. 48} 200112, R. H. BAR-
ROW, Prefect ,and Emperor. The Rdationes of 3yrama-
chus A.D. 384 [Oxford 19731 34146, R. KJÿIN [as in n.
431 98/1121. ,Pietas, does not appear, only ,principibus
piis, c. 1, ,pins rims, c. 9 (VERa 352, 353, \V'rrzrs 200,
204, BaP, ROW 34, 40, R. KtÿlN 98, I04).
Plaadentius, Contra orationem Symmac|fi 2,503 (M.
P. CtJNhaNOUaM = CCL 126 [1966] 229). Cf. Ambrose,
Epistula 18, Beatissimo ptincipi et clementissimo impe-
ratori Valentiniano Augalsto 6 (ÿ,VYTZES [as in n. 481
228, R. KImIN [as ha n. 431 132; 3ymmachus, Relado
3,8/9 (Vrÿ [as in n. 52] 353; commentmT 39, W'rr-
zrs 204, BAmlOW {as in n. 52] 38140, R. KLEIN 104).
5ÿ Prudentins. Contra orationem SymmachJ 2,335169
(CUNNINGHa,ÿt 22314); C£ the reference to the mutabi-
lity of filial pietas (iuvenis pietate), 11. 29415 (CUN-
,',qNmÿaÿl 222L Again Prudenthas takes up a thought
from Ambrose: ep. 13,30: Si titus veteres deleetabant,
cur in alienos titus eadem Roma successit? (WvTzzs
[as in n. 431 244, R. KIÿrN [as in n. 481 1501.
ss Pmdentius, Contra orationem Symmaclfi 2,679180;
cf. 1 praef. 5613 (CUNN1NGHAM 234, 184). GARRISON
(as [u n. 35) 7316.
so p. PO:ÿIÿ: A. GIULIANO (ed.), Museo Nazionale Ro-
mmm, Le Sculture 1,1 (Rome 1979) 10014 Nr. 77.
Beghming xdth A. F. Govd, Thesaurus vetemm dip-
tychomm consnlaMtma et ecdesiastico1"am, ed. I. B.
Passrm 1 (Florence 1759) 204. SI,X*ON (as in n. 17) 59,
64ÿ3 claims that the child is a boy, but it is mflikely that
a boy would serve a woman; cf. G. van Draÿ LrEmv,
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camillae were ,the boys and gills, of noble birth mad under the age of puberty, who sen,e as
attendants of the fiamens mad their wives,ss. Applying this definition to the plaque leads to
the identification of the woman as a flaminica, which seems ma unacceptable conclusion as
neither her dress nor, especially, her bare head meets the prescriptions for that office59. A
second-century insctSption fomad neat" Rome, possibly near Ton'e Nova on the via Casilhaa,
mentions fi/aq)i00eXsÿg - children with both parents living, also a requirenaent for camilli mad
canfillae - among the officiants of a cult of Dionysus60. For the ctfild with a cantharus and a
chaplet of is,),, this is a much more promising testimotfium. Given the language of tbe
inscription, it is interesting that Macrobius twice, once appealing to Varro, says that to
sacrifice with the head uncovered is ,Greek use,rL
The altar at which the pair is sacrificing at ftrst sight seems to have been badly hand-
led. Its scrolled top piece, or crown, looks upside-down, and the oak swag hangs fiat across
the 90° angle where the fi'ont mid lateral faces intersect. To a student of Roman altarsÿ
however, these anomalies are cogent, even realistic details. WERNER HEIÿMANN recognized
tile thin slab lying over the crown as what he called the focus, a fire-resistant, possibly
metal surface that protected the marble altar fi'om the sacrificial fiamesrL Beneath it the
crown resembles an Ionic capital, and HEm,ÿArqN pointed out that lonic capitals actually
were reused as altars ha late antiquity6s. Finally, he interpreted the diagonally hung swag as
an iconographic convention designating a temporaW decoration made of real leaves, as
opposed to marble relief. He cited other Roman reliefs, including the first-centu|T Suove-
tantSlia in the Louvre, in which live swags seem to he indicated by the same convention64. If
HERMANN'S maderstanding is con'ect, we must imaghae that tim swag on the altar of Sym-
tnachoruna has been made freshly for this sacrifice, of leaves cut from the oak tree rising
behhad it.
It is because of the oak swag and the tree that the altar has been identified as Jupiter's.
This is not an inevitable conclusion. On the just-cited relief ha the Louvre, the swags on the
altars are of laurel, mad two laurel trees stand behind. B), the reasoning applied to Symma-
chorum, the altars should be recognized as Apollo's, but Mars was the recipient of the
Suovetautilla. SCOTT RVBERG'S satisfactot), explanation treats the trees differently, as a re-
ference to place:  ....  there were two laurels.., ill front of the shlÿme of Mars hi the Regia,
mid the), are therefore appropriate in a sacrifice offered to Mars,6ÿ. Adopting the same
Virginibus puerisque. A Study on the Sen'ice of Chil-
dren in Worship: Mededeelingen der Koninklijke Ne-
derlmadsch Akademie van \Vetenschappen, Afdeelhlg
Letterkmade N.R. 2 (1939) 445.
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Jr., The AllegoricaJ Traditions of the Aeneid: J. D. BER-
taAal) (ed.), Vergil at 2000. Commemorative Essays on
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(Rome 1968) 138, 14617 (Nr. 160); F. CuMor.rr, La
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PmlJoumÿ'cb 37 (1933) 250; O. KERN, Die Religion
der Griechen 3 (Berlin 1938) 199/200; VAN DEft LEEred'
(as in n. 57) 448. For a recent reconsideration of the
entire inscription seeJ. SCHEm, ke Thiase du Metropo-
litan Museum (IGUR 1, 160): L'Association dionysia-
que dans les sociÿt& anciennes = Conectioxls de l'Ecole
frangaJse de Rome 89 {Rome 1986) 275190.
61 Macrobius, Saturnalia 1,8,2; 3,6,17 (b,lÿPaÿot,ÿ 1601
2, 39214; Eng. tr. DAvxm [as in n. 581 63, 211/.
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approach to Symmachoruni, we can take the oak tree as a purely topographical feature. As
a landscape element it has no necessalT reference to Jupiter. Oaks occur on Roman reliefs
with all kinds of pastoral and mythological subjects, including Dionysiac ones66. Because of
the poetic topos that people lived on acorns before Ceres taught them to cultivate grain,
oak trees evoke - if they did not actually denote - a site remote from civitization6L Al-
though Dionysus was himself a god of cultivation, connotations of wildness were appropri-
ate to the mythic (if not actual) abandon of his rites.
If HEI1MANN was wrong and the oak swag was meant to represent permanent decora-
tion in relief, then the altar depicted may be a common type of ftmeralT altar, produced in
substantial numbers in the first and second centuries c. e.6s These ,garland altars, (Gh'lan-
denaltS_re) are carved with swags of leaves or mixed fi'uits; laurel seems to bave been
favored for leaf swags but oak swags occur as well6L The swags do not mark the altars as
Jupiter's (although they made allude to him), as sepulchral altars were dedicated to the Di
Manes, the spirits of the dea&0. Because sepulchral altars normally stood inside tombs, the
plein-air setting on tile plaque would have to be considered poetic invention, or understood
ha relation to the cult of Dionysus.
To sum up: the plaque of the Symmactfi is an assemblage of signs that refer specificaÿy
to other artifacts (the type of Pietas), or more generally to artifactual traditions (the setting
under the tree, typical of the mythological ,pictm'ial, reliefs), to cmTent conventions (the
ivy denoting Liber) or to actual practice (the altar). The combination is immediately and
unambiguously readable as a priestess and her attendant making a Dionysiac offeÿag at a
country altar. The numismatic quotation is the key to other, more variable and subjective
hatmÿpretations, prompted by the associations of pietas. This level of meaafing is capable of
many formulations, one of which might be: this single sacrifice to Dionysus belongs to a
larger practice of reverence, which is a legacy fi'om Rome's ga'eat past. A partisan of Sym-
machus in the debate over the altar of Victory might be inclined to take the image more
emotionally, thinking perhaps of Cicero:  ....  with pietas, reverence and religion nmst like-
wise disappear... In all probability the disappearance ofpietas towlu'ds the gods wilt entail
the disappear,'mce of loyalty mad social union among men as well, and ofjustiÿ:e itself, the
queen of all the virtues,n.
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The voluptuous young woman on Nicomachomm wears a long sleeveless chiton of
ligbt material, cinched raider her breasts and clasped at the shoulders (pl. 4b). One clasp
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has slipped down her arm, t "aking with it the fabric and exposing tile full tight breast. A
mantle of heavier material is tied, hnplausibl),, at her hips. Her bah" is loose on tile nape of
her neck. An engraving made before the plaque was smashed in the late eighteenth cen-
tury (pl. 4a) shows that she was garlanded with iw, like the priestess on SymmachorumÿL
Most distinctive are the two long torches held downwards. GRAEWN found the same motif
on four other objects or classes of objects: coins minted in Athens, a fi'esco in Pompeii, a
relief in the Naples Museum, mad taurobolium altars ha Athens. To this group must be
added a fifth, the so-called sarcophagus fi-om Ton'e Nova, which was discovered in 1908
and published in the year of GRAEVEN'S death, 1905. Had GRAEVEN known the sarcophagxls
his interpretation of Nicomachorum might have been more decisive, mad probably more
Eleusinian. In order to proceed with this argument it is necessaty to bring GRAEVEN'S know-
ledge of the compacaalda up to date.
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Megaris-Aegina, ed. R. S. PooIÿ (London 1888} XLV/
XL1X.
u G. MACDONALD, Catalogue of Greek Coins in the
Hunteriaal Collection 2 (Glasgow 1901) 79 Nr. 250, pk
XXXV.12. On the date: J. H. KRotl with A. S. WALKER,
The Greek Coins = The Athenian Agora 26 {Princeton
19931 2; J. H. KRotm, The Eleusis Hoard of Athenian
Imperial Coins and some Deposits from the Athenian
Agora: Hesperia 42 (1973) 812133; contraJ. P. SHZAR,
Athenian ImperiM Coinage: Hesperia 5 (1936} 2881
332, dating them to tile first century c. e. I am grateful
to Profÿ Kroll for sending me proofs of his book before
its publication.
7ÿ BrUL£ (as inn. 73) 198/200 (Proserpina); HW.D {as
ha n. 73) 35 Nr. 317 (,Demeter or Persephone with two
long flaming torches reversed,); THOMPSON (as in n.
73) 375/6 Nrs. 1187195 (,Demeter0, pl. 133. Ctÿ F. W.
12 Dom R. LARCHER: IE. MAP.Tg','E / U. Dt/m.ÿl,a)], ",to-
yage littdrah-e de deux refigieux h6nddictins de la Con-
grÿgation de Saint Maur (Paris 1 ? 17) opp. 98. Another
engraving, based on LaRCHER'S, was published by Gopa
(as in n. 57) PI. xq opp. 20L The damage to Nicoma-
chorum occured arromad 1790: C,ULtfT (as in n. 11)
104.
7ÿ i\ÿ. THOMPSON, The New Style Silver Coinage of
Athens (New York 1961) 375/6, 401.'2, 550, pl. 133;
D. M. LEIÿaS, The Chronology of the Athenian New
Style Coinage: NttmChron s. 7, 2 (1962} 291; rebuttal
by THOMPSON, ibid. 301133; O. MomeaoÿL The Chro-
nology of the New Style Coinage of Athens: PanNum-
SocMusNotes 29 (1984) 42. GRKEVEN cites the date
146-87 b.c.e, for both coins, follmdng BEtn£ mad
HEAD: E. BEUtÿ, Les Mormaies d'Athhnes (Parks 1858)
1981200; B. \q HEAD, Catalogue of Greek Coins. Attica-
A standing female holding two long down-tntrmd torches appears as a symbol on the
silver tetradrachms minted by Amphias and Oinoptfilos (pl. 4d), and a similar figure ap-
pears "alone on the reverse of ma Athenian bronze coin (pl. 4e). In GRAEWN'S day these
coins were considered contemporary, but numismatists subsequently distinguished the
bronze coin of Roman inaperial date fi'om the late hellenistic silver. The silver tetradrachms
were dated 115/1 t4 b. c. e. b v MARGARET THOMPSOrÿ'; her chronology is now considered
about thh'ty-five years too high, mad tile generally accepted date for Amphias and Oino-
phllos is ca. 80 b. c. ed3. The bronze coin now is dated in the second centuD,, in the reign of
HadrlanTL
Though turned left instead of tight as on the diptych, tile symbol of Anaphias mad
Oinophilos (pl. 4d) is othmÿdse vmT much like Nicomacholÿam, a female standing at ease
with long torches cradled lightly ha her arms and snpported at least partly on her shoul-
ders. The figure on the bronze coin (pl. 4e) holds her torches somewhat differently, but
allowing for the less refined die-cutting it appears to be the same type. Except for JorÿN
SVORONOS, whose thesis will be discussed later, numismatists have not been much concern-
ed to fix the identity of the figure on the silver. BEutg. and HEAD, the authorities for GRAE-
YEN, called bet Proserpina'and ,Demeter or Persephoneq THOMPSON called her DemeterTL
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The image on the bronzes is more clearly Persephone (Kore), because this coin shares an
obverse die with two others whose reverses depict Demeter and Iacchus (pl. 1 laF6. These
three were the principal divinities of the Eleusinima Mysteries. JOHN KROtaÿ suggested that
the triple issue could have been minted in direct connection with the Mysteries; JosEpvnt,m
SHEAR thought that it might have commemorated the Lesser Mysteries, which were part of
the same cult but celebrated in AthensTL
The bronze coins do not depend upon the silver, but both l{ave a common source. The
Demeter and Iacchus of the bronzes also appear on tetradrachms, minted some 50 years
apartn. The obvious inference is that all three coin types reproduce pronfinent images,
probably statues, which were independent enough to be depicted separately mad yet
related, whether by subject, location or cult, such that in the middle of the second century
it made sense to advertise them together. The statue of Kore tnay have been a late heb
leIfistic invention, no later, in any case, than the Amphias/Oinophitos tetradrachms of ca.
80 b. c. e.
The mural hi the Donms of IVlarcus Lucretius
A small painting in the entrance con-idor of the house of M. Lucretius in Pompeii (Reg.
LX, m, 5), of which only the lower half sutwives, shows three females in long garments, one
holding two torches doÿl (pl. 6a). Juxtaposed, though not symmetrical to it on the oppo-
site wall is a similarly scaled panel, now barely legible, featmirag a male, wreathed, hooded,
mid unsteady on Iris feet. He is supported by a woman playiug a double flute, accompanied
by a boy xdttl a long torch. The meaning of these paintings was contested fi'om the mo-
ment of their discovery in 1846. FmaNcEsco AWt.UNO published the first scene as Ceres
seeking Proserpina, encountelÿag Hecate and another female; and the second as Attis, the
nymph Sagatq.tis, mad a yotmg daduch symbolizing the mystic rites of Cybele. Tbis was
inmaediately cballenged by THEODOR PaNovv.a, who identified the scenes as wedding
imagetT and ,Ceresÿ as the pronuba. RaODL-ROCHET1-E supported AWLHNO'S identification
of the first painting, as did NmcotaNl in principle, though he prefmxed to call the torch-
bearer Hecate and the other two, Ceres mid Proserpina. Following this line of scholarship,
GRAEWN thought that he had found in the image with the torch-bearer a close ,'malogue of
IMHOOF-BLUMER ! P. GARDNER. Ancient Coins Illustrat-
ing Lost Masterpieces of Greek Art, ed, A. N. OmoNo-
XtIDÿ (Chicago 1964) 141 (,Demeter or Cora,);j. N.
SVORONOS, Corpus of the Ancient Coins of Athens,
completed by B. PICK, tr. L. W HmGIE (Chicago 1975)
8 mad pl. 70.5/9 (,Kore facinz left, holding two long
torches0.
*s j. N, SVORONO$, Flpnÿtxÿ),oug: Allgl'lVtlp, Krpll ÿ¢al
"lal¢Zog ÿv 'A01]vatq: ArehEph 1911, 49; KÿOLt, Coins
(as in n. 74) 131 Nrs. 186/8: contrarily MACDONALO
(as in n. 74): ,Demeter standing r,, holding reversed
torch in either hand,.
n SHEAR (as in n. 74) 307/9: JOHN KRoti, in litt. 22
September 1992; idem, Coinÿ (as in n. 74) 122,e It
may be relevant that Kleokrateia, the daughter of Oi-
nophilos, was priestess of Demeter and Kore at Eleusis.
K. Cut,woN, The Sacred Officials of the Eleusinian
Mysteries: TransAmPhilosSoc n.s. 64,3 (Philadelphia
1974) 73 Nr. 8,
Demeter: tetradrachms of Menedemos and Timo-
kxates, 60s b. c. e.: BEUt£ (as in n. 73) 334 (Ceres seat-
ed on what looks like a rock); Heart (as in n. 73) 64
Nrs. 453/4 (,Demeter seated L, holding 2 ears of corn
and sceptre,); THOMOSON (as in n. 73) 384 Nrs. 1241/4
(,Demeter,), pL 139; SvoRotÿos (ÿ in n. 75) 7 and pl.
74.1/7 (,Demeter seated to left holding wheat in right
hand, torch in left,), lacehus: tetradrachms of Phano-
kles and Apollonios, 111/110 b.c.e.: Btut£ 375/6
(Di.'ma Phosphoros or Sdasphoros); Hvÿo 75 Nrs. 508/
9 (,Artemis wearing shoÿ* ddton advancing r., carrying
long torch in both hands,); THO,ÿtrSON 252/7 Nrs, 697/
709 {,Artemis ÿdth torch,), pls. 74/5; SVORONOS 8 ,and
pl. 61.1/14 (,Iakchos in court [= short] dress, holding
a torch in both hands,). The dates are ÿsigned by
Ltwts (as in n. 73) 291 or extrapolated from Momc-
rtoLÿt (as in n. 73) 42. The extrapolation assumes that
MARGARET THOMPSON'S relative chronology is con'ect;
but cf. LE\VtS 299/300.
--J
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the diptych Niconaachorum-Symnaachoÿxÿm: a deity, probably Ceres, as on Nicomachorum,
and two women ha the ,preparation of a sacrificeÿ as on Symmachorumÿ9.
NiccolaNl's assertion that tbe plainly drunken male ha the right-hand painting wore a
mask led subsequent scholars away fi-om the religious interpretation of these paintings.
HEÿlC unequivocally classified the one as a scene fi'om comedy, the other, with the torch-
bearer, as an ,unexplained scene with mythological content,. SCHEVOLt) suggested that the
latter might depict a comedy as weUs°. Equally relevant for our puq0oses is the fact that the
painted torch-bearer evidently holds two short torches, thin and almost taper-like, not tong,
cumbersome objects that must be supported on the tipper roans or shoulders (cf. pl. 4b, d).
In nay ophfion she is not the smxae type as the figure on the iraD, plaque. Until there is
better evidence for a relationship between them, the painting cannot be used to illuminate
the diptych's iconography.
The Naples relief
A fragmentaD, relief in the Museo Archeologlco Nazionale in Naples shows the torch-
bearer with a hooded figure mad a male pt-lest pout'hag a libation (pl. 6b)sL The right sec-
tion with the altar mad the tree is a modern restoration, wimess an engraving published by
J.J. \"ÿrlNCV.ÿtÿIANN in 1767 (pt. 6c)ÿ. GEmlAan saw the relief in Naples in the 1820s, but as
he mistook the central figure for a woman (!) he failed to recoguize that it was the same
object publisbed by WINCV.ÿIÿIANtÿ; GP.aEX'EN and others inherited this en'or, which was
rectified by G. Rizzo ha t910sz.
ha 1883, apparently unbeknown to GÿxE\,Erÿ, H. DESSAU identified the Naples relief
with an object described in the notebooks of PmRo LICORIO, a thesis veÿy recently revived
by CHPaSTINA RSÿBESELLsÿ. LIGOR10 considered the relief a derivative of Timanthes' painting
of the sacrifice of Iphigeneia. The latter was distinguished by the covelqng of the distraught
father's face, because bis grief was too ga'eat to depict, and it was a favorite exemplum of
rhetot-iciansss. LiGoruo's description evidently was modelled on that of Valerius Maxinms,
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F. M. A\,EtÿNO, Notizia degfi scar{ di Pompein da   s'-, Monument{ antichi inediti spiegati ed illustrati da
gemÿaro ad ottobre  1846 ...: BullArcheolNapolit 5    GlovAr.,r,q WINCÿ;ELStAÿ 22 (Rome 1821) pl. 104.
(1847) 3316; IT. P.ÿrÿOFÿ], Scar{: Bunenino dell'lnsti-   sÿ E. GEmÿARO / T. PAÿtOFKA, Neapels antike Bildwerke
auto di Corrispondenza Archeologica (18471 130; the   (Stuttgart/Tilbingen 1828) 130 Nr. 493; con-ectinn by
same in ArchZtg 5 ( 1847 ) 141; response by AVEtÿNO,   G.E. RJzzo, II sarcofago di Torte Nova. Contzibuti alia
Desczizinne degli scar{ di Pompei he' prim{ diet{ mesi   storia dell'me e della religione ant{ca: R6mMitt 25
dell'armo 1847: BuilArcheolNapolit 6 (1847)  1/8;
RaOUL-Rocr!ÿTrÿ, Notice des ddcouvertes les plus
rÿcentes opÿrÿes dims le royaurne de Naples et darts
l'Etat romaln, de 1847 ÿ 1851: Jot*rnSav (1852) 70;
F. NÿCCOHNI / F. NIccotaÿ, Le case ed i monumenti di
Pompei dlsegnati e desclStti 1 (Naples 18541 2 (,Casa
di M. Lucrezio,); GÿEVÿN (as in n. 1) 26415.
so NICCOHtÿI (as in n. 791 g; MINÿrt\,lÿ, Nuove osserva-
zionl e complmento della desclCaione della cÿsa di M.
Lucrezio hi Pompei: BullArcheolNapolit n. s. 4 (1855)
53; W. HÿIÿ, Wandgemÿllde der yam Vesuv ver-
schiitteten Stlldte Campauiens (Leipzig 1868) 323 Nr.
1399, 353 Nr. 1469; K. SCHrFC;tO, Die Wfinde Pompe-
jis. Topographisches Verzeiclmis der Blldmotive (Berlin
1957) 246.
sl Inv. 6679. A. RtmSCH (ed.), Guida illustrata del Mu-
sea Nazionale di Napoli (Naples 19081 167 Nr. 568.
(1910) 10& See also H. Dzssht3, R6rnische Reliefs, be-
schrieben van Pirro Ligofio: SbBerlin (1883) 1102; and
H. \'ON ROHDEN / H. \\tlr,'NEVrtD, Architektunische Ur-
mische Tortreliefs der KalseÿTeit = R, lZÿcutÿ \,otÿ
STRÿa3Or,nXZ (ed.), Die antlken Terrakotten 4 (Berlin/
Stuttgart 1911) Text 8ÿ.
' DÿssAtJ (as in n. 83) 110114: C. RIEnÿEtÿ, Die
Sarnnflmag des Kÿdlnals Alessandro Farnese. Ein ,Stu-
dio, f/h- 1COnstler trod Gelehrte (Weinheim 1989) 14. I
am grateful to Dott.ssa Gabfiella Prisco of the Naples
Museum for alerting me to RrEBr.SZSa?S work, and to
her colleague Dott.ssa Lista for enabling me to see the
relief, which is in storage, ha the summer of 1990.
s5 cf. Valerius Maximus, 8,11,6: Quid ille alter aeque
nobilis pictor luctuosum immolatae Iphigeniae sacrifi-
cium referens, oÿm Calchaÿtem nÿstem, rnaestum Vli-
xen, [clamantem Aiacem,] lamentantem Menelaurn
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and accordingly it contains six figm'es rather than three, but his account of three is so like
the extant relief that it seems safe to conclude, with DESSAU, that the relief was indeed his
point of departureÿ6:
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•.. Calchas hatxtspex.., llke one of fifty yem's ha age, with long hak" tied behind in a knot, ha the
custom of women, and with a long and full beard ... dressed in a short castula over a stola...
Agamemnon seated with a torch ha his hand, with his head and face covered by the mantle
which he has aromld him... Behind Agamemnon is o'uwed a young woman, like a person of the
priesthood of the Goddess [Diana], who is dressed ha a long tunic reactfing to her feet and a
mande ,'tround her; she holds two torches with the flames down hi such a way that she is seen to
be lighting one from the otherSL
LiGorao first saw the relief,hi the studio of signor Lysandro Colwinoÿ (Alessandro Cor-
vino, d. 1562) in Rome; later he fotmd it ,among the delights of the Lord Ranuccio, Cardi-
nal of Smat'Angelo  ....  (Ranuccio Farnese, d. 1565)ÿs. The relief was probably still in the
Farnese collection when it was drawn for the Museum chartaceum of Casslmlo dal Pozzo
(pl. 6d), and WINCÿ\taNN, as librarian to Cm'dinal Albani, would have known the draw-
ing, which was owned by the Cardinal until 1762sg. By that time the relief itself would have
passed to Naples with the rest of the Farnese collection%
\'VtNCKELMaNN'S interpretation of the scene as Oedipus mad Antigone in the grove of
the Eumenides was COlTected by H. BRUNN, who saw in it a mystic initiation with what he
befieved to be numerous Bacchic detailsgk That it is an initiation seemed to be conFwmed ha
the 1870s with the discovery of the so-called Lovatelli urn, which is decorated with a var-
iant of the same scene (pls. 8a/c). Donna EmstUA LOVATELtS identified the ritual shown on
the urn as EleusiniangL Her opinion was taken up by GRAEVEN, but as the figure who
perfmaaas the rite over the seated initiate is different - a liknophoros on the re'n, the torch-
bearer on the relief - he hesitated about the identity of the ctdtgL
circa aram statuisset, caput Agamenmonis inuoluendo
noiille sulnrni t]laefoF]s acerbitatem arte rlon posse ex-
primi confessus est? (C. KEMPF [ 18881 403). For other
ancient descriptions see: Cicero, Orator 22,74  (R.
\VFSXMAN [1980] 22); Ouintifian, Institutio oratona
2,13,13 (M. Wh',rrERnorroM I {1970] 103); Pfiny the
Elder, Natural HistolT 35,73 (J.-M. CROISILLE [1985]
68, commentary 191/2; Eng. tr. K. JEx-BLaKE, The El-
der Pliny's Chapters on the HistolT of tkrt [London
1896] 11617; of. S. FEV.Pa, Plinin il Vecehio. Stofia delle
arti antiche [Rome 1946] 156/9).
s6 DESSAU (as ha n. 83) 1083, 110213; RIIZBESELL (as ha
n. 84) 14. Seemingly unaware of Dÿsau's publication,
D. COFHN asserted that tire object described by Dad-
Rio had disappeared: Pirro Ligorio on the Nobility of
the Arts:JoumWarbCourthast 27 (1964) 20718.
57 From a manuscaqpt ha Naples, Biblioteea Nazionale
XIILB. 10, quoted by Dr.ssav (as in n. 83) 110112. A
later manuscript in Train mentions the ram's head at
,Agamemnon's, feet: ibid. 1 t03; CorWN (as in n. 86)
2086s.
ss DESSaU (as ha n. 83) 1101, 1103; COFFIN las in n, 86)
192.
s9 Windsor Casde, Royal Library, RL 8286 {Cassiano
dal Pozzo 2 fol. 31 ). C. C. VEÿslEUÿ 111, The Dal Pozzo-
Albani Drawings of Classical Antiquities in the Royal
Library at Windsor Castle = TÿmasAmPhilosSoc n.s.
56,2 (Philadelphia 1966) 17 Nr. 8286. The connection
rith the relief was noticed by YON ROHDEN/ÿVINNE-
ELO {as in n. 83) 8t. For WÿrÿcgtLxÿaÿN's association
dth the dal Pozzo dra*ÿ4ngs, see H. McBom, mv, History
mad Contents of the dal Pozzo collection in the Royal
LibraD,, Windsor Castle: F. SOtJNaS (ed.), Cassiano dal
Pozzo. Atti dd Seÿr&aafio int emazionale di studi IRome
19891 75.
0 The Famese collection was inherited by the king of
Naples on the death of Elizabetta Farnese in 1731:
RUvACH (as in n. 31) 8.
WÿNCIÿLMaNÿ'ÿ (as in n. 82) 138/40; cf. Sophocles,
Oedipus Coloneus 466/509 (R. C. JÿSB 2s [1900] 80/
8). H. Bguÿ, review of G. P, CaMvaNa, Antiche opere
in plastica . . .: Neue jenaische allgemeine Litteratur-
Zeitung 5 Nr. 241 (8 October 1846) 964•
9ÿ E, CAETANI LOVATELLI, Di UP VILSO chlerario con ]ÿ[p-
presentaaaze relative ai misteri dl Eleusi: BullConma 7
(1879) 3118.
GRAEVr2ÿ (as in n. l) 260/1, 265/6.
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The relief has not been rigorously studied on its own terms for some time, but is treat-
ed as a comparmadum for the casket from Torte Nova (discussed below). MOBIUS once, in
passing, ascribed it to the second century b. c. e., but colrmaonly it is said to be contempo-
rary with the casket (second century c. e.), sometimes even the product of the same crafts-
men94. This last seems to me quite improbable. Though it was not my purpose to study
style, it is impossible not to notice that the casket and the relief are not at all alike ha
execution. The relief appears to be earlier, though probably not as old as MOBIUS sug-
gested9s. Since it was in Rome in the sixteenth century it most likely was found there, but
whether it was made in Rome or imported from elsewhere in antiquity is a question for
archaeologists to answer.
The Naples relief is the best example of the torch-bearer with which to compare Nico-
machorum (pls. 4b, 6b). Larger in scale than the coin reverses and of higher quality than
the taurobolium altars, it also preserves the head, which has been lost fi'om the replica
from Torte Nova (pl. 7a). The peculiar, almost magical manner of wielding the torches,
with the hands hardly seeming to hold them, is identical and proves that tbe relief and the
ivory plaque reproduce the same exemplar. Otherwise there are notable discrepancies.
The pose of the woman on the marble rellef shows more torsion, evident in the position of
her feet, the slight sway of the hips, and especially the sharply averted head. The drapery
is different: on the relief tbe mantle is slung in a typical hellenistic pattern, dropping from
one shoulder across the back to make a swag on the opposite hip; on the ivory, as noted
earlier, the mantle covers only the lower part of the body and is rolled around the waist.
The bared breast is unique to Nicomachot-um, as is the ivy chaplet (pl. 4a). The hair is
different too, neatly tied up on the relief and astray on the neck on Nicomachorum. Fi-
nally, there is a marked dissimilarity in style, the cursorily rendered, textureless cbiton on
the relief looking like works of the late second or Ftrst centuries b. c. e., the Free, wetly
molded chiton with apoptygma on the ivory looking neo-classical by contrast.
The Tot-re Nova casket
Now in the Palazzo Borghese, the casket was found in a cache of illegally excavated
objects at Torre Nova on the Via Labicana (Casilhaa), on the site of a Roman villa then
owned by Prince Scipione Borghesegr. The marble is said to be Phrygian, and according to
one recent opmaon, the casket was made at the quarry site in Docimium for export to
91 H. MOBius, Das Metroon in Agrai und seln Fries
(1935/1936): tdem, Studia varia. Aufsÿitze zur Kunst
und Kuhur der Antike (Wiesbaden 1967) 119120. Cf.
Pazzo (as in n. 88) 104/5 (a fragment of an identical
sarcophagus); IL TURCAZq, Les sarcophages pamphy-
liens de Rome (Type Torre Nova): Proceedings of the
Xth International Congress of Classical Archaeology,
1975 2 (Ankara 1978) 686 (not from a sarcophagus,
but the same facture as the work from Tone Nova);
M. Wÿaÿt.vÿtJs, Dokimeion. Die Werkstatt der repr'ÿen-
tativen kleinasiatiÿchen Sarkophage (Berlin 1982) 52
Nr. 3 (if not from a sarcophagus, still by the same car-
ver as the Tone Nova sarcophagus). Contrast Drssnu
(as in n. 85) 1084 (,obviously not, from a sarcopba-
gus); and V. SrlrÿAZZOÿ, Le alÿi decorative ha Pompei
e nel Museo Nafionale di Napoli (Milan 1928) 70 (,ri-
lievo per decorazlone di parete,).
9s 1 am grateful to Josÿ Manuel Guardado of the Em-
bassy of Spain for graciously admitting me to see
the Tone Nova casket, which is in the Embassy's
apartment in Palazzo Borghese. Even a cursory look
revealed striking discrepancies in specifics  (e.g.,
drapery) and in overall plasticity with respect to the
Naples relief.
96 G. E. Pazzo, Sarcofagl romani dl Tone Nova, sulla
via Labicana: NotScav 2 (1905) 408. The casket was
broken when found and has been restored with gyp-
sum. PI. 7a shows the front before restoration.
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Rome97. It is datable by style to sometime in the reign of Antoninus Plus98. Because of its
relatively small size it is often described as the sarcophagus of a child, and attempts have
been made to constnae its iconography accordingly, but its shape is odd for a sarcophagus,
and it might have been an ossuary99. The front (pl. 7a) is decorated with a mystic ritual,
obviously the same scene of which the Naples relief is a fragment. On the remaining three
sides are nine figures: six women, one with a naked child, and two men, ha subdued poses
conjuring reverie or mourning (pl. 7b/c).
The casket was published in 1910 with an extensive explication by GIusEPPÿ Rizzo,
which is - or should be - the starting point for all further study of the iconography100. He
analyzed the relationship of the ritual scene on the front to another version of the same
composition represented on the Lovatelli m'n mentioned earlier, and on some Campana
revetmentsl°L The Lovatelli urn (pl. 8a/c), a marble cinetÿary vase discovered in a zone of
tombs and columbaria near the Porta Maggiore in 1876, published by FaÿSlUA CAÿTANI
LOVATELU in 1879, is now in the Museo Nazionale Romano102, Archaeologists have dated it
by style to the end of the first century b. c. e.l°s Also in the Museo Nazionale Romano, two
of the so-called Campana reliefs, tetxacotta revetments named for the Marchese Giampietro
Campana, reproduce almost exactly six of the seven figures on the urn; the seventh has
been destroyed (pl. ÿ)104 LOVATEIaa saw these revetments ÿin the little museum on the
Palatine,, and according to yon ROHDEN and WInNEFEIÿ, they would have been found
nearbyj°S. Revetments of the Campana type were made in large numbers in central Italy
during the late republic and early empire. PAV.IÿSCA dated the Palatine examples to the
time of Claudius or Nero, and supposed that they came from an imperial buildingl06.
91 Wnÿtxrÿs (as in n. 94) 105123, Contrast G. Frÿ-
J, 11 commercio dei sarcofagi asiatici (Rome 1966)
97/9, who excludes the Torre Nova casket from the
Docimium group and calls it, following RODEmV^ma',
,Pamphylianq likewise TURCAN (as in n. 94) 687/8.
* H.  Wmo,ÿarz,  Kleinasiatische  Sÿiulensarkophage
(Berlin 1965) 34 (,kurz vor 150 n. Chr.,); TURCAN (as in
n. 94) 688 (140/145); WAELVaÿNS (as in n. 94) 52 (1501
155).
9ÿ Rizzo 1910 (as in n. 83) 9t gives the dimensions as
1.30 m. long, .587 m. high, .63 m. wide. Readings of
the imagery in relation to a child: PdZZO 143/5; F. HAU-
sE,a, Der Sarg eines Mÿidchens. Bemerkungen zum Sar-
kophage yon Torte Nova: R6mMitt 26 (1910) 273/92;
TtmCAN (as in n. 94) 691/3. Favoring the identification
as an ossuary: W. BUagÿRT, Homo necans. The Anthro-
pology of Ancient Greek SacrificiM Ritual and Myth
(1972), tr. P. BING (Berkeley/Los Angeles/London
1983) 267m
t0o Rizzo 1910 (as in n. 83) 89/167.
101 Another comparandum, a piece of relief in Turin,
shows only the sacrifice of the piglet: [8cipin MAv-
rÿrus], Museum veronense hoc est antiquarum inscr;p.
tionum atque anagiyphorum collectio cui taufinensis
adiungitur ... ('Verona 1749) CCIX and fig. 3; H,
DOTscHr.E, Antike Bildwerke in Oberitallen 4 (Leipzig
1880) 78 Nr. 116; H. G. PPaNGSHÿaM, Archÿ.ologische
Beitrÿge mr Geschichte des eleuslnischen Kuhs (Mu-
nich 1905) 9; Rizzo 1910 (as in n. 83) 106 Nr. 5, 132
fig. 10; P. B/aÿocÿt, ll Regio Museo di AntichitA dl
Torlno (Rome 1931) 20/1; C. CARDUCCl, I1 Museo diq
Antlchitÿt di Torino. Collezioni preistorlehe e greco-ro-
mane (Rome 1959) photo on 63,
10ÿ LOVATELU (as in n. 92).
10ÿ Inv, Nr. 11302 according to HELBIO, Nr, 1301 ac-
cording to Sÿ. W. HEtmo, F0hrer durch die 6ffentli-
chen Sammlmÿgen klassischer Alterttimer in Rom 2
(Leipzig 1899) 265/6 Nr. 1168; idem 4s (Ttibingen
1972) 443 Nr. 1325; F. TAGtaÿrl: A. GIutaAÿo (ed.),
Museo Nazlonale Romano, Le Scultm'e 1,1 (Rome
1979) 244/8 Nr. 154 (,della prima eta impefiale,); F.
&r,ÿ, Stadtr6mische Marmorurnen (Mainz 1987) 88/
90 Nr. 1 (,in vor- oder friihaugusteische Zeit,); S. DE
Aÿoÿu: Lexicon iconographicum mythologiae classi-
cae (= LIMC) 4,1 (Zfifich/Munlch 1988) 902 Nr. 145;
G. SCHWARZ: ibid. 45 Nr. 18; O. PALÿelA: ibid. 807 Nr.
1410. I was unable to see the urn in person, as it was
crated for transfer to an exhibition area at the time of
my visÿ]t in 1992.
0ÿ Inv. Nr. 4357/4858. I am indebted to Dott.ssa Rita
Paris and Dott,ssa Livia Giammichele for helping me to
examine the plaques in the museum's sloreroom.
0s Lovxrÿtu (as in n. 92) 15 and pl. IVIV.1; yon
ROHDr2,qWItm-mFÿU) (as in n. 83) Text 718, 261/2, 16",
Tafeln XLV/XLV!; IC PARLASCA: HFAmtC; (as in n. 7) 8s
(Tilbingen t969) 78/5 Nr. 2164e; S. DE ANÿEU (as in
n. 103) 908 Nr. 147.
toÿ PAaI.aSCA (as ha n. 105) ;'5; A. H. Boxÿtu, Campa-
nareilefs. Typologische und stilkrltische Untersuchtmg
(Heidelberg t968) 12129. Contrast yon ROHDEU/WIN-
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•.. he that cometh after me... shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with In'e: Whose fan
is in his hand, and he will thoroughly purge his floor, and gather up his wheat into the garner;
but he will bum up the chaff with unquenchable Fn-ela0.
Reading fi'om right to left, the complete composition on the urn (pl. 8a) shows a mus-
cular man in what looks like a lion skin,, sacrificing a piglet; a bearded priest pouring a
libation; a seated man with his mantle covering his face, a am s head next to his right footr     i                          .   ,
and a lion skin spread over his stool; a young woman holding a winnowing basket over his
head; a young man leaning forward on a leaf-covered staff to caress a snake; Demeter,
crovmed with three vertical sprigs of grain and seated on a round wicker basket (the cista
mystical; and a young woman with a torch over her shoulder, presumably Kore. LovA'rEta.i
interpreted this fi'ieze as three episodes of liÿitiation into the Mysteries of Eleusis: the pre-
liminmy sacrifice of a piglet; a purification of the ini  .....
ttate (ÿ:o.0apÿtg) by a rite revolving the
fleece of a victim sacrifided to Zeus Meilichios (Al6g Kÿ&OV) and the symbolic winnowing
basket (ÿ(ÿ¢vov); and the Final revelation of the mysteries (ÿrtort'rs(ÿ), in which the initiate
sees the two goddesses, Demeter and Kore, face to facej0ÿ. The lion skin would seem to
identify the initiate as HerculesZ0S.
The casket (pl. 7a) shows three of the same protagonists: Demeter, the covered in-
itiate, and the bearded priest. The man at the far right pours a libation from a cantharus
instead of holding a piglet, and he carries a butwrng torch. He wears high boots and a short
tunic over which is a feline skin; it could be the lion skin, but as the figure is not very robust
zzo interpreted it as the pardalis (panther skin), and identified the man as Dionysusÿ09
The youth playing with the snake is wholly absent. At the far left, instead of Kore stands an
androgynous young person wearing a short, long-sleeved chiton and boots, holding a long
flaming torch in both hands. Finally, in the center of the composition is the torch-bearer, in
place of the liknophoros.
The central scene in both compositions is a katharsis, or purification. The grain sieve
and fire were complementary symbols of purgation, as wimessed even in the New Testa-
ment:
NEFEtO (as in n. 831 15° where the plaques are called
Augustan on the grounds that terracotta revetments
wot0d have been too modest for the Palatine by the
time of Claudius. There are other, more fragmentary
revetments with the same figures: G. P. CAMPANA, All-
tlche opere in plastica dlscoperte, raccolte, e dichlarate
(Rome 18511 70/1 and pl. XVII; LOVATELLI (as in n.
921 14 and pl. IV/V.6/8 (Nr. 8 is reversed); yON ROH-
DEN/ÿVIN/ffEFELD ÿ/8, fig, 9; RIZZO 1910 (as in n. 88)
106 Nr. 3a (falsely referred to Lovn'rEttJ pL 1V/V.7).
3b/c; De ANC;EIJ (as in n. 108) 903 Nr. 148.
101 LOVATELU (as in n. 92) 6/14.
x0s Rlzzo 1910 (as in n. 83) 131; P. ROOSSEL, L'inlti-
ation prÿalable et le symbole ÿleuslnien: BullCorrHell
54 (1930) 58;; G. E. MVtONAS, Eleusis and the Eleu-
sinian Mysteries (1961; reprint Princeton 19741 205;
H. M6mos, Der Silberteller yon Aqtfileja: Festschrift F.
Matz (Mainz 1962) 874o,, LOVATFÿta (as in n. 92) 16
proposed that he might also be Thesetts or Triptole-
!flUS.
tco RIzzo 1910 (as in n. 83) 126/9; HAUSÿR (as in n.
99) 289 calls him lacchus. Following Rlzzo: MOBtUS
1962 (as in n. 108) 88/9 and n. 51c; tdem, Alexandria
und Rom = AbhMfinchen N,F. 59 (Munich 1964) 38/
9. Follow'rag FIAosÿR: H. LÿeH^T, Notes archÿologi-
ques: RevEtAnc 13 (1911) 402; ROUSSEL (as in n. 108)
63. Others have identified the man as Hercules: Mv-,,o-
rqas (as in n. 108) 207; G. SCHNEIDER-HERMANN, Das
C, eheimnls der Artemis in Etrurien: Antike Kunst 13
(1970) 65; G. Scvlwxv.z, Trlptolemos. Ikonographie ei-
ner Agrar- und Mysteriengottheit (Hom/Graz t987)
180 (with the further suggestion that he is ,dieselbe hi-
storisehe Persfullchkeit ... wle ... [die] Hauptgestalt
des Prunktellers aus Aquilela,. This seems to represent
a misreading of MOBIO$' argument (1962, 8619) that
the counterpart on the Lovatelll urn is Mark Antony).
ll0 Matthew 3,11/2, quoted in the King James version;
Luke 8,16/L ,Fan, translates the Greek x6 n'aÿov, Vul-
gate ventilabrum.
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S. EITREM collected numerous more ancient testimonla to ritual cleansings by firem.
Pazzo had already called on one of them to explain why the torch-bearer holds her torches
downward, a speech in Euripides' Helen (412 b. c. e.) in which the Egyptian priestess Theo-
noiÿ instructs two slave girls to
Lead on. Hold the bright torches up. Bring sulphur to purify the air by holy ritual that I may
draw the untainted breath of heaven; and if anyone with unhallowed foot has fouled my path, be
sure to purge the floor with fire, grinding the pine-torch in, so I may passu*.
EITREM himself concluded that the lowered torches denoted a purification by smoke,
citing Claudlan's Panegyric on the Sixth Consulship of the Emperor Honorius (404 c. e.):
Then the learned priest whirls around the sick body the torch of purification with its smoky,
odorous flame of blue sulphur and black bitumen; he sprinkles the limbs with holy watel" and
with herbs ... and, praying to Jove the Purifier and to Diana, with hack-turned hands throws
over his head towards the South the torches which are to carry offwith them the spells cast over
the sickm.
Comfort for EITREM'S view might be had in the nature of the materials of which torches
like those held by the woman could have been made in actuality; reeds or saggina (a kind
of straw) do produce abundant smoke while burrfingIÿ4.
Reiterating the reference to katharsis is the ram's head at the candidate's feet. It proba-
bly is a syÿlecdoche for the dios kodion, or ,fleece of Zeus,, recorded in the fifth- or sixth-
century Lexicon of Hesychius: >The dios kodion. They. use tiffs expression when the victim
has been sacrificed to Zeus, and those who were being purified stood on it with their left
foot<nÿ. A complementalT signal of pollution may be seen in the emphatic turn of the
torch-bearer's head (preset-red on the Naples relieD. The aversion of her gaze and the
shrouding of the candidate's face recall another passage of Euripides, from Iphigeneia in
Tanris (414 b. c. e.). Iplfigeneia claims that the sanctualT of Artemis has been polluted by
the blood-gnllt of Orestes and Pylades. Because they were unclean, >the goddess-linage
turned about and faced away ... All by herself; and closed the lids over her eyes,. The
temple had to be purged with fire, and the heads of the murderers covered with their
mantles >to keep pollution from the Sun, and from the sight of any passer-by, >for such
things are infectious<hr.
Ill S. EITREM, Opferrltus und Voropfer der Griechen
und R6mer (Krlstiania 1014) 133197.
H* Euripides. Helen 865170 (R. KANÿCHT 1 [1969]
160, commentary 1, 74/5, 2. 230/2. A. M. DALE
[1967] 36, commentary 124; Eng. tr. J. Mtcnm / C.
LEACH, Euripides. Helen [New York/Oxford 19811
541. For the date: DaLE XXIV; Pazzo 1910 (as in n. 831
120.
Hÿ Claudlan, Panegyric on the Sixth Consulship of the
Emperor Honorius 324130 IJ. B. HALL [1985] 276;
Eng. tr. PLATNAUER = LCL Claudian 2, 97/9). ErrREM
(as in n. Ill) 178/9; similarly O. WALTER, Die heillge
Famille yon Eleusis: 0sterrJahresh 80 (1937 ) 5819ÿs.
u4 L. Giammichele, in conversation 26. 6. 92.
uÿ Hesychil Alexandrini Lexicon (IC LATrE 1 [1953]
463; Eng. tr. J. E. HAVaUSON, Prolegomena to the Study
of Greek Religion [1903; reprint London 1980] 23).
Hesychins cites Polemon of Ilion (second century
b. c. e.), author of a lost treatise ,On the Divine Fleece,;
cf. L. PRELLER, Polemonis Periegetae Fragmenta (Leip-
zig 1838) 141; A. TRESp, Die Fragmente der grlechi-
schen Kultschrlftsteller (Giessen 1914) 85/7. LATrE
(XXXVIlI) tentatively attributed Hesyctfius' entry to
the 2nd-centm), epitome of Diogenlanus. On the na-
ture and use of the fleece see HARPaSON 2318; A. B.
COOK, Zeus. A Stud), in Ancient Religion 1 (Cambridge
1914) 422/8; E. GJERSTAD, Das attlsche Fest der Sldra:
ArehRelWiss 27 (1929) 203/8; M. P. NIÿSON, Ge-
schichte der gtÿeehischen Religion Is (Munich 19671
t 10/3; E. SIMON, Festivals of Attica. An Archaeological
Corrtmentary (Madison 1988) 1314.
116 Euripides, lphlgenela in Tauris 1165/211 (D. SAN-
SONE [19811 43/5; Eng. tr. R. LA'rnMORE, Euripides.
Iphlgenela in Taurls [New York/London 19731 52/5 11.
1142/891; on the date: LATrIMORE 3/4. cf. R. PARKER,
Miasma. Pollution alÿd Purification in Early Greek Reli-
:2¸`¸
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The torch-bearer works cogently enough in tiffs scene of katharsis that she could have
been invented for it; in that case, other representations of the figure, on coins or the plaque
of the Nicomachi, would be excerpts, or derivatives of excerpts, from this quasi-narrative
composition. But the reverse seems more likely, namely that a statuary exemplar was
adapted, probably by a twist of the head, to the katharsis. The inference drawn from the
coins is that the exemplar was an image of Kore, and the katharsis can confLrm this. No
other figure on the casket seems suitable to represent her, and Kore should accompany
Demeterm. In fact, the identification of the torch-bearer as Kore seems so obvious that it
has almost been taken for granted in the literature about the casketm. If Kore, she would
be Kore acting as a priestess, or perhaps a priestess impersonating Kore.
To press the Torte Nova casket for more information about the torch-bearer is labo-
rious and not as productive as one would hope, because so much about the scene on the
casket is disputed. The literature is an intimidating maze of authoritative yet contradictolT
interpretations, with hardly any successful resolutions. Two principal areas of disagreement
are the identification of the rituals enacted, and the identification of the cult to which they
pertained. Uncertainty is compounded by the existence of two versions, or recensions of
the composition; some opinions apply to both of them, some to only one.
L            '       '
OVATÿLH S thesis that the marble urn depicts rituals of Eleusis was countered early on
with arguments for the Alexandrian version of the same mysteriesHg. Though rebutted by
Razzo, these claims continued to be repeated, notably by HANS M6BIUS, with the twist that
wlfile the katharsis with the ]iknon is Alexandrian, the version with the torches is )Ephe-
sian0ÿ0. In the most recent consideration of the problem, KEVIN CLINTON expressed new
ii
i:il '
l"i l
gion (Oxford 1983) 321. ROUSSÿL (as in n. 108) 63 in-
terpreted the veiling of the initiate as a device to pro-
tect him from profane sights during his katharsis; fol-
lowed by MYLONAS (as in n, 108) 206. PmNCSHEIr,ÿ (as
in n. t01) 26 said he was ,grieving< (hut c£ ibid. 87). K.
KERgÿp¢I, Die Mysterien yon Eleusis (Zthÿch 1962) 70
took the velihÿg as a sign that the ritual has not yet
reached its culminating phase of revelation. BORVÿF,T
{as in n, 99) 268 explains it as a psychological enhance-
ment ()blhld, helpless, and abandoned, the candidate
must suffer the unknown(I; less dramatically L. DEUa-
iÿR, Attisehe Feste (1932; reprint Hildesheim/New
York 19691 78 ,ein Mittel der seellschen Koraentra-
tion,. The woman's gesture of aversion was compared
by GRAEVEt4 (as in n. 1) 26011 to Vergil, Aeneid 6,2221
4 (MvNov..S 2841, by P4zzo 1910 (as in n. 83) 121 to
Aeschylus, Choephori 9819 (A. F. GARVm [1986] 7,
commentary 70/1); one could cite also Seneca, Hercu-
les furens 595/604 (J. G. FITCH [1987] 86, commen-
tary 278 ). Errv.rÿs (as in n. 11 l) 1792 doubted any reli-
gious motivation for her motion; followed by ROVSSEL
(as in n. 108) 6213(.
m K. CuwroN, Myth and Cult. The Iconography of
the Eleusiulan Mysteries (Stuckhohn 1992) 137 Nr. 6
tentatively identifies as Kore the figure in the back-
ground between Demeter and the androgynous deity
at the far left; to me it seems unlikely that the goddess
would be in such a marginal position. I am very grate-
ful to Prof. Clinton for supplying me with the text of
his entry before it was available in print.
ii* IOzzo 1910 (as in n. 83) 120; HAUSER (as in n. 99)
291; LÿeH^T (as in n. 109) 402; SVORONOS (as in n. 761
43; ROUSSEL (as in n. 108) 6213,; DEUBNÿ (as in n.
116) 78; MOBIUS 1935/1936 (as in n. 94) 120; idgm
1962 (as in n. 108) 87; M'CLONAS (as in n. 108) 207
(,Persephone, perhaps,). Dissenters include Fa'ramt (as
in n. 1111 179180 ()Demeter,); KÿRÿ-,'ÿ Ias in n. 116)
68 (,PHesterinQ; CHm'oi-z 1992 (as in n. 117) (,priest-
ess?,).
119 T. SCHREmER, Die G6tterweh Alexandriens: Verein
deutscher PhBologen und Sehulmÿnner, Verhandlun.
gender Versamralungen 40 (18891 SI0; PRINGSHEIM
(asin n. 101) 11/4.
Iÿ0 lOzzo 1910 (as in n. 83) 140/2; MOaÿus 1962 (as in
rÿ 1081 87/8; idem 1964 las in n, 109) 3619. See also C.
PÿCAV.O, La patÿre d'Aqulleia et l'ÿleusinisme 5. Rome
aux dÿbuts e I epoque impÿriale: AntClass 20 ( 1951 )d   )"
372, 377ÿ suite; I, VIEGARTZ (fits in n. 981 58ÿ, (the ver-
sion on the urn is Alexandrian, the version on the cas-
ket ,eine rein eleusinische,); PARLASCA (as in n. 1051
7415. On the Alexandrian cult see NlassoN (as in n.
115) 2s (Munich 19741 94/5; CtJm-oÿ 1974 (as in n.
77) 819; S, Sÿ:owrtoÿK / B. Tvÿczow, Le culte de la
dÿesse Dÿmÿter 5. Alexandrie: L Karat. / C. Auoÿt
(ed.), Mythologie grÿco-romalne, Mythologies pÿriphÿ-
riques (Paris 19811 131/44.
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doubts about the Eleuslnian interpretation of the casket, noting the numerous iconographic
divergences from classical Eleusinian imagery and written testimuniam.
Opinions about the ritual(s) represented nm the gamut from denial of any specificity
to precise correlations with rites named in literary sources. At one extreme, ALnERT DmTE-
.RICH ar .gued that the imagery on the Lovatelli urn (the casket had not yet been discovered)
is generic, an image of any initiation very similar to the staging of Aristophanes' parody in
The Clouds. In the play Strepsiades, seeking wisdom, is made to sit on a ÿsacred bed, wtfile
Socrates sprinkles flour over his head; he protects himself by covering up with his mantle,
and later he is made to lie under lamb skinstÿ2. Since DmxEPacrÿ found it ÿquite impossible,
that the sacred rites of Eleusis would have been so mocked on the Athenian stage, he
concluded that the seat, the liknon, the covered head, ÿad the fleece all were stock motifs,
pertaining to mystery initiations in general and not specific to any one of themÿs. At the
opposite extreme, P. ROUSSÿL and W. BURÿRT have argued that both the urn and the
casket show a real Eleusinian rite. ROUSSEL, building on PmNGSHEZM'S argument that the
urn depicts a single subject, the ÿt6qmg of Hercules, tried to prove that myesis was a dis-
tinctive, preparatory ritual, ÿa liminal ceremonyÿ which was not among the unmentionable
acts of initiation properÿ2ÿ. ROUSSÿL believed that the torches, the llknon, and the fleece
actually were used in this ,preliminary initiation,, which was independent of, but prefatory
to, the communal initiation in the fall month of Boedromionlÿn, Similarly K,tRL KÿRÿNVl
argued that the subject of the reliefs is a purification preliminary to myesis: unlike ROUSSEL,
he identified myesis itself as the rite of the so-called Lesser Mysteries, which were prere-
quisite to the Mysteries of Eleusis1ÿ6, BURrÿRT proposed instead to call the rite thronosis,
,chairing,. This ritual is mentioned by Plato (as 096vmotg), who says that it involves ,dan-
cing and gamboling,, and by Dio Chrysostom (as 0povtÿsÿ6g), who describes it as a cere-
mony in which ÿthose who perform the rite are accustomed.., to seat the candidates and
dance around them,ÿ2L
This tangle carmot be resolved in an article about the diptych of the Symmachi and the
Nicomachi, but the interpreter of the diptych cannot proceed without at least a reasonable
opinion about the casket. It seems to me that the identity of the initiate must be a decisive
factor. If the figure being purified is Hercules, myth and history point the viewer directly to
one cult and not to others. Unfortunately the signs are inconsistent, even within a single
version of the composition. On the Lovatelli urn (pl. 8c) the cathartic stool is spread with
m CuÿrroN 1992 (as in n. 117) 13118 Nr. 6.
lÿ Arlstophaaes, Clouds 264/8, 780 (K. J. DowR
[1968} 20, 45, commentary 130/S; Eng. tr. A. H. SOM-
t, trgÿrmN, Clouds [Warminster 1982] 3517, 79, com-
mentary 173, 199). See also IL K. FISHER, Aristophanes
Clouds. Purpose and Technique (Amsterdanÿ 1984)
esp. 7518.
m A. D*wrrJalCH, 0her eine Scene der arlstophanl.
schen Wolken: RhMus 48 {1893) 27S180. DÿErFÿaCH
believed that the urn referred to Bacchic rites, the play
to private Orphic mysteries (216, 280). G.J. DE VRIÿ
similarly argued that the very fact that tiffs ritual was
enacted onstage is proof that it was not Eleusinian: My-
stery Terminology in Aristophanes and Plato: Mnemo-
syne s. 4, 26 (1973) 113, contra A. W. H. ADVaNS,
Clouds, Mysteries, Socrates and Plato: Antlchthon 4
(1970) 1315.
t14 ROU$SEL (as in n. 108) 51/67, quotation on 64. Cf,
PRINGSHmM (as in n. 101) 10, 2819.
l*n ROUSSÿL (as in n. 1081 65/7. DEUBNÿ (as in n. 116)
77/8 followed ROUSSEL in identifying the subject of the
reliefs as myesls but denied any ritual specificity of the
motifs; thus he interpreted the torches as symbolic of
purification, not a literal depiction of the purifying
rite.
1ÿ6 ÿ! (as in n. 116) 68.
,27 Plato, Euthydernus 277D (J. BORNÿT 3 [1909]
277D; Eng. tr. I. M. L]NFORTÿ, The Corybantic Rites in
Plato = University of California Publications in Classi-
cal Philology 13 [ 1946] 1231. Din Chrysostoin, Oration
12,33 (J. YON AaÿI 1 [1893] 163; Eng. tr. LINVORTtt
124). Hesychins (IÿrE 2, 331): 0pSvÿ0otg follows
Plato. Bulo:raÿT (as in n. 99) 266/9.
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what seems clearly to be a lion skin (note the exaggerated paw), but on the Campana
revetment (pl. 8d), which is the most meticulously detailed of all extant renditions of the
katharsis, the same hide is shown to have long hair like a goat's. Evidently even the artisans
were confused about whether the skin on the stool was supposed to be the attribute of
Hercules or the expiatory fleece denoted by the ram's head at his feet. On the Naples relief
(pl. 6b) the hide shows no trace of hair but has what seems to be part of the leonine paw;
on the Torte Nova casket (pl. 7a) there is no paw and no fleeeiness either, unless the latter
is meant by the skin's fringed edge.
ercules mmauon at Eleusis was a very familiar legend in antiqultyleS. Accounts of the
hellenistic period and later contain the additional story that before initiation he had to be
purified:
A twelfth labour imposed on Hercules was to bring Cerberus from Hades... When Hercules
was about to depart to fetch him, he went to Eumolpus at Eleusis, wishing to be iÿfitiated... But
not being able to see the Mysteries because he had not been cleansed of the slaughter of the
centaurs, he was cleansed by Eumolpus and then inltiated,ÿ9.
A further embellishment, which, as HUOH LLOVO-JoNrS remarked, ,looks like an ff('ttov
designed to explain the nature of the Lesser Mysteries,, is transmitted by Diodorus of Sicily
(ca. 60-30 b. c. e.). In this account the purification was erected in the Lesser Mysteries,
which were instituted by Demeter for the purposeÿS0. I incline to agree with the scholars
who have identified the prototype of the Lovatelli/Torre Nova compositions as a represen-
tation of that original katharsis,SL
About the Lesser Mysteries only a few facts are recorded. They were oflqclated by the
cult personnel of Eleusis, and were a prerequisite for those who sought initiation there. The
emperor Jnlian (d. 363 c. e.) called them ,preliminm-y rites of the MysterlesdSL They were
performed in the In'st month of spring, Anthesterion, outside Athens in a place called
Iÿs Euripides, Heracles 613 (IC H. LZE [ 19881 22, com-
mentary G. W. Boi, m, Euripides. Heracles [Oxford
19811 218/9); Xenophon, Hellenica 6,3,6 (C. Htmÿ
[1934, reprint 19691 244); Ps.-Plato, Axiochus 371e (C.
F. HrÿM.ÿ/N 6 [1884] 143). For an overview of the
classical sources see H. Lt.oYo-Jot,,r.s, Heracles at Eleu-
sis. P.Oxy. 2622 and P.S.I. 1391: MaJa 19 (1967) 2061
29; E. lÿuhs, The Water Carders ha Hades. A Study of
Catharsis through Toll in Classical Antiquity (Amster-
dam 1974) 161/4; F. T. v.ÿ,/STP.ATÿIÿ, Heracles and the
Uninitiated: Festoen opgedragen aan A. N. Zadoks-Jo-
sephus Jitta blj haar zeventigste verjaardag (Gronin-
gen/Bassum 1976) 568172.
129 Apollodorus, Bibliotheca 2,5,12 (R. WACNER [ 1926,
reprint 19651 88; Eng. tr. J. G. FP, AZZR ÿ LCL Apollc-
dorus 1, 238); cf. Plutarch, Theseus 30,5 (K. ZIEOIÿR
1,1 [1980] 29). N. ROBÿTSON retrojects the purifica-
tion into a lost poem of the sixth century b. c. e.: Her-
aces' Catabaals¢ Hermes 108 (1980) 274/99, esp.
298/9.
is0 Diodorus Siculus, Bibilotheca historlca 4,14,3 (F.
VoGra, 1 [1888] 418): A1]Bÿtllp 8k npbg xrv Iÿa0apltbV
xo6 rÿwarpo)v qÿrv0u xh ÿttrpÿ p.uoÿpÿa o'oveoÿoaxo,"try 'Hprlÿ)aÿa xlÿaÿoÿ, LLOYD-Jor4rS (ÿ in n. 128)
212ÿ.
,sl G. RODÿI'ÿWAtDT, review ofC. R. Mommy, The Sar-
cophagus of Claudia Antonla Sabina ...: Gnomon 1
(1025) 127 (the initiation of Hercules in Agral); KEag-
NYt (as in n. 116) 68 (the preparation of Hercules for
the myesis of the Lesser Mysteries); ToReAN (as in n.
94) 69112 (the npoÿcd0apoag of the Lesser Mysteries);
P,,mxzR (as in n. 116) 28416 (a symbolic etin ogical rep-
resentatlon).
lsz Julian, Hymn to the Mother of the Gods, Oration 8
(5), 173C: xh npolÿ,ÿta.., xÿg xO.ÿvl] ÿ (G. RocrlÿroRr,
L'empereurJulien. Oeuvres completes 2,1 [ 1963] 122;
Eng. tr. W. C. WPJOHr = LCL Jullan 1, 485). On the
Lesser Mysteries: p. Foue^RT, Les Mystÿres d'Eleusis
(Paris 1914) 292/3, 297/9; DZUBÿ (as in n. 116) 70;
MYLONAS (as in n. t08) 239/40; Kra,atN.,n (as in n. 116)
68/71; M. JAMÿoN, Notes on the Sacrificial Calendar
from Erchia: BullCorrHeil 89 (1985) 169162; NIt.ssoN
(as in n. 115) 1, 66718; BÿT (as in n. 99) 265/6;J.
D. MIKAtSON, The Sacred and Civil Calendar of the
Athenian Year (Princeton 1975) 120/t; H. W. P,ÿP, Vm,
Festivals of the Athenians (Ithaca 1977) 12214; A. C.
BRUMI'IELD, The Attic Festivals of Demeter and their
Relation to the Agficnitural Year (New York 1981)
139/46; PARKER (as in n. 116) 28415.
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Agra(i) on the south bank of the Ilissus fiverm. Polyaenus, whose Stratagems are contem-
porary with the casket (162 c. e.), describes in that text a conspiracy of Athenian generals
that was plotted ,beside the Ilissus, where they perform the katharmos at the Lesser My-
steriesd3t There is a fleeting hint in Statius (d. 95/96 c. e.) that fire accompanied water ha
the performance of the cleansing acts, and a frequently repeated, but poor source claims
that the Lesser Mysteries were under the aegis of Korea35. These are tantalizing fragments
to anyone concerned with the iconogTaphy of Kore torch-bearer. Equally piquant is the fact
that one of the seated males on the short sides of the casket (pl. 7b) is believed to have
been copied from the frieze of the so-called Ilissus Temple (pl. 7d), an Ionic temple in
Agrai that has been called the site of the Lesser Mysteriesÿ36. This last may be only a
distracting coincidence, however, as the temple is now more commonly identified as that
of Artemis Agroteram.
A possible connection with the Lesser Mysteries justifies some speculation about the
priesthood to which ÿKore acting as a priestessÿ might refer. As mentioned above, the ofiq-
ciants of the Lesser Mysteries were the same as those of the Great Mysteries, of Eleusis.
The highest priests of Eleusis, the hierophant (,revealer of the holy,) and the daduch
(,torch-bearer0 both were maletsS. The female hierarchy included the priestess of Demeter
and Kore - historically a very important office, but not well known in the Roman period -
and hierophantids of Demeter and of KoretSL In the era of the Torte Nova casket two
'ÿ P. CHANTRAIÿ, METPOZ EN AFPAIE: Class}ca et
Mediaeval{a 17 (1956) 1/4; M.J. VERÿf,ÿSEÿN, Corpus
cuhus Cybelae Attldlsque 2 (Leiden 1982) 113 Nr.
381.
,sÿ Polyaenus, 8trategematon libfi octo 5,17,1  (E.
m'VOELFFLIN /J. MEtiER [ 1970] 255): xaOÿ.a law 8ÿ1 oÿv-
0ÿv'ro gaper xbv 'lÿtaabv, ot] "tbv ÿ¢aOap/abv mcho6at
x0ÿg ÿ7ÿdÿ¢oat {toammlO(Otq. Cf. Himefius, Oration 47,271
9 (A. COLONNA I 19511 191). A scholion on Aristopha.
nes, Plutus 846 suggests that katharsis was the central
rite, but it seems to be very late: lluoxÿpta 8ÿ: 8ÿ3o xsÿi-
xat x06 ,IvtauTo0 Aii.url.ÿpt Kal K6plq, m& lltnOh ÿ:al xh {tÿ-
yÿ, l<d ÿaxt xh InKph droncp npord0apoag, ral nOO,ÿY-
w,Joag m&v ,uÿy6)ÿ0)v (T. HEr, tsTEreauxs, .,"aÿstophanis co-
moedia Plutus. Adiecta sunt scholia vetusta [1811]
290). See also Julian, Oration 8 (5),173C: ÿ{xa ItlKprv,
(ÿo'tÿpov [after the 7tpoxÿXÿta; cf. n. 1321 dyvd(,t o'0wz-
g KO.ÿ, "ÿtOV |ÿ:pÿv ÿtÿtOlCT(lt (ROCH£FORT 122).
sÿ Statlus, Thebald 8,76516: nec prius astra subit
quam mystlca lampas et insons / Ilissos mtdta purgault
lumina lympha (D, IL HILL [1983] 217). Scholÿon on
Aristophanes, Plums 846: ÿoav 6ÿ xh pÿV it,ÿyÿa xÿg
Aÿ,'tÿlÿpOg, xÿ, ÿ {U ÿ:ptÿ FIepoÿ96vqg xÿg a6ÿ 0ÿa'cpdg
(Hÿsÿsawo.mJÿS 290); without value according to Fou-
earta- (as in n. 132) 298ÿ; ,spÿtes Machwerkÿ according
to NILSSON (as in n. 115) 1, 668ÿ; of. BURVÿRT (as in n.
99) 266s suite; also supra n. 134. A better testimony
might be Hippolytus, Refutation of all Heresies (after
222 c. e.) 5,8,43: {ttÿcpd, ÿpllo(v, ÿod xÿ {tvoxÿpta xh xt]ÿ
F/ÿPoe(prv,lg ... (P. Wÿt.mLat.m 11916J 97). MVLONAS
(as in n. 108) 240 cites a passage in Athenaeus quoted
fiom Dtwls of Samos ('t& oÿittvh x'i]g Krpÿlq rtoo'nipta),
which however could just as well refer to the Mysteries
of Eleusis (F. Jacoav, Die Pragmente der griechisehen
Historlker 2,1  [Berlin  19261  141  Nr.  13  (30);
Athenaeus, Deipnosophistae 6,253d [Guucr. - LCL
Athenaeus 3, 14213]); cf. F. GRAy, Eleusis und die or-
phische Dicinung Athens in vorhellenistischer Zeit
(BerlinlNew York 1974) 77.
m Berlin, Staatllche Museen, Anfiken-Sammlung Inv.
Nr. SK 1483. A relationship between the two figures
was seen almost immediately: H^vsÿ (as in n. 99)
28011, For a clear summation of more recent scholar-
ship: C. A. lÿcoÿ, The llissos Temple Reconsidered:
AmJournAreh 82 (1978) 47/81; also A, KR,.,O, Der
Fries des Tempels am llissos: Antike Plastik 18 (1979)
7/21. On the arcbitecture: J. STUART / N. RÿVET'r, The
Antiquities of Athens 1 (London 1762) ch, 2, pls. II,l/
VIII; M. M. MÿLr.S, The Date of the Temple on the llis-
sos River: Hesperia 49 (1980) 809125.
'ÿx The identification of the temple with the Lesser
Mysteries goes back at least to the 17th century: J.
Svoÿt / G. WHÿLrR, Voyage d'Italie, de Dalrnatie, de
Gr,ÿce, et du Levant fait ÿs armies 1675 & 1676 2
(1679) 16011, It was already questioned byJ,ÿ,MEs STU-
ART: STÿART/REvETT (as in n. 136) 8; similarly NILSSON
(as in n. 115) 1, 668ÿ0. For Artemis Agrotera see W.
D[ORÿELÿ], Funde: Atldvl{tt 22 (1897) 227/8:J. TÿAV-
Los, Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Athens (New York/
Washington 1971) 112; VFÿ,IASÿo.ÿt4 (as in n. t33) t 13
Nr. 881.
, ,s, Pace EITRÿM, who postu{ated a female daduch (Sq-
6ou'xo6oa): (as in n. Ill) 180. P. FOUCART, Les Gran-
des Mystbres d'Eleusis. Personnel - Cÿr6monies (Paris
190O) 1/52; [dem 1914 (as in n. 132) 141/98; CUNTON
1974 (as in n. 77) 10/68, 115/6.
txÿ J. H. OUVÿR, The Eleusinian Endowment: Hesperia
21 (1952) 382 II. 58/4; CuixÿroN 1974 (as in n. 77) 36.
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hierophantids of Demeter were commemorated for theh" role in initiating emperors: a hier-
onymous ,daughter of Demetriusÿ initiated Hadrian, and Is[dote ,... as leader of the rites
crowned Antonlnus [Marcus Aurelius] together with Commodus, emperors, when they
came to solemnize the Mysteries [in 176 c. e.]d40. It might seem obvious to identify the
Kore torch-bearer with her homonymous hierophantid. On the other hand, it is the daduch
who is explicitly associated with kathat'sis, albeit only in a Byzantine source (the Suda, ca.
1000 c. e.). The purification described is effected by the dios kodion:
They sacrifice to IZeus] Meilichios and to Zeus Ktesios and they keep the fleeces of these (vic-
tims) and call them ,Dian,, and they use them when they send out the procession in the month
of Skirophorlon, and the Dadouchos at Heusis uses them, and others use them for purifications
by strewing them under the feet of those who are pollutedTM.
Since the katharsis on the casket also employs the dins kodion, it seems possible that
the priestly Kore is best described as Kore-daduch. I do not mean to argue that the torch-
bearer mimics the daduch, any more than the scene as a whole reproduces a real rite of
the Mysteries. This is a fictional representation, the more emphatically so if, as some
modern scholars have asserted (despite contrary claims in Roman literary sources), the
Lesser Mysteries no longer were celebrated in Roman tinaesÿ4L
The evidence of the Torre Nova casket for the image of the torch-bearer, the prototype
of the plaque of the Nicomactfi, can be summarized as follows. The inference drawn from
the coins, that the torch-bearer was a prominent statue of the goddess Kore, is not disprov-
en. More positively, the position of her torches is shown to be consistent with a rite of
purification by fire and smoke, and insofar as she was understood to represent an. agent of
kathm'sis, there may have been a correlation with the office of the daduch of Eleusis. At
some point - viz., when the prototype of the Torte Nova/Naples version of the katharsis
was invented - the torch-bearer may have had particular relevance to the Lesser Mysteries;
or the composition itself may have created such a connection, by quoting the statue in
what seems to be an etiologic scene.
The taurobolium altars
In 1837, while walking in the country outside Athens, EDOARD GERHARD came upon an
altar decorated with what he took to be Eleusinian divinities in a church near Chalandri;
For discussion of their duties see: FoucAar 1900 (as in
n. 138) 62/71; idem t914 (as in n. 132) 210/20; OtsvlÿR
393/4; CutcroN 68176, 8619. MyLONAS (as in n. 108)
230/1 collapses the three priesthoods into two.
tt0 Daughter of Demetrius (Alexandra?): J. gartcHÿR:
Inscriptiones Graecae (ÿ 1G) 213,3 (19351 137 Nr.
3575, tr. P. GP.AIr,ÿOR, Athÿnes sous Hadrien (1934;
reprint New York 1973) 122; M. WOt.OCH, Roman Cit-
izenshlp and the Athenian Elite A.D. 96-161. Two Pro-
sopographlcal CatMogues {Amsterdam 1973) 77; CtaN-
WON 1974 (as in n. 77) 87 Nr. 6. K. Ctaÿq-oN deduced
that Hadrian was initiated in 112/3 or earlier: The
Eleuslulan Mysteries, Roman lnidates and Benefactors,
Second Century B,C. to A.D. 267: Aufstieg und Nieder-
gang der rrmischen Welt 2, 18.2 (Berlin 1989) 1516/8.
Is[dote: gaRCHUER: IG 213,3, 152/3 Nr. 3632; Eng. tr.J.
H. Ouvrÿ, Two Athenian Poets: Hesperia Supplement
8 (1949) 249. CLINTON 1974 88 Nr. 10 translates fipx-
ollÿv'q xc)&'ÿcÿv as ,in beginning the telete, rather than
,as leader of the rites,. Foucÿr argued that her role in
the rite was minor: Les empereurs romains initiÿs aux
Mystÿres d'Eleusis: RevPtÿilolLiuHistAnc 17 (1893)
205.
m Suidae Lexicon s.v. Atÿ.g ÿ¢ÿtov (Aÿ Aot.ÿ 2
[1931, reprint 19671 114, Eng. tr. H,ÿaSON [as in n.
1151 24). FOUC^RT and KOUROUNIOTES have postulated
additional rites of purlfication for the daduch: FOUCARI"
1914 (as in n. 132) 29516; K. KOUROUmOTrS, 'E),ÿ0oa-
vtaÿct] 8ÿtrotÿ(ct: ArchEph 100 (1937) esp. 23819, 2471
9.
lÿz Statius (as in n. 135); Polyaenus (as in n. 134);Ju-
lian (as ha n. 134); Himerius (as in n. 134). U. yon
WlU'a,ÿOWÿTz-MoEuÿr,,DOÿ,rF, Der Glauhe der Hellenen
2 (Berlin 19321 476s called these passages ,literary
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fifteen years later he published a crude sketch of itm. A decade after that, in 1862, STE-
PHANOS KOOMANOUDES encountered a similar altar at the Stoa of Hadrian, where he was
told it had been brought from a house in the Street of Hermesm. Further inquhy led to a
certain Mrs. Girds, who lived at that location; she claimed that the altar had come from
Thera14L GERHARD, however, recognized it from a drawing as the altar he had seen immu-
red in the church near Chalandri, and AIÿXANDER CONZE deduced that the woman lied
about the provenance to protect herself from a charge of the(046. According to JOHN SVO-
RONOS, the same Mrs. Ginls produced another altar in 1866, presenting it to the Ministry of
Antiquities with a new tale that both altars had been found at Marathonl*L SVORONOS'
investigation satisfied him that both altars actually were discovered in Athens, in 1862, on
the site of" Mrs. Girds' house, which he identified in turn as the approximate site of the
temple of Demeterl4L The object seen near Chalandfi he explained as a third altar that had
gone lostm. In fact it was rediscovered by IOANNIS LOUCAS justÿfew years ago, very near
where GERHARD saw it, in the church of St. George at CbalandrltS0. The other two altars are
in the National Archaeological Museum in Athens, Nrs. 1746 and 17471sL
The altars are identical iconographicaUy, but the one in Chalandri is too poorly preserv-
ed to be of use in a descriptionm. The examples in Athens have representations in relief on
three faces, and an inscription identifying the sponsor on the fourthm. The verse
inscription on Nr. 1746 (pl. 10a) explains that the altar was made in honor of Attis and
Rhea to commemorate the taurobolium of the Athenian Archeleos, daduch of Kore at
Lerna and kleidouchos (key-bearer) of the shrine of Hera at Argos. His was the first tauro-
bolium celebrated in AthensÿL Nr. 1747 (pl. 10b) must therefore be later, and its date is
reminiscencesq c£ BURKERT (as in n. 991 266ÿ; CtÿrroN
1989 (as in n. 140) 150213: ,From the absence of all
testimony for the Lesser Mysteries in the Roman pe-
riod one must conclude that they had become unim-
portant and were probably not obligatory,.
m E. GERÿ, Sur les monuments figur,ÿs exJstant ac-
tuellement en Grace: Annali dell'Instituto di Corrispon-
denza Archeologlca (1837 ) 116; idem, Die eleusinlschen
Grttinnen: ArchZtg 10 (18521 42112, pL XXXVIII, 2.
ll* S. A. KootaAh'OVnÿ, "ALÿ.at ÿgtypaq0a(: ÿO.(oÿrop 3
(1862) 45415.
l*s A. CONZE, Atdscher Taurobolienahar: ArchZtg 21
(1868} 7314.
Hn lbid.; GErUÿARD, ibid. 78181. j. N. SVOROt, tOS, Das
Athener Natlonalmuseumj ed.  W.  BARTH, Text 2
(Athens 1911) 475.
m SVORONOS 1911a (as in n. 146) 47516. SVORONOS
relied in part on a report by the Director of Antiquities,
EUSTRATIADES, published in I/o).r/Tewof0, to which
regrettably I have not had access.
4s SvogoNos 19t la (as in n. 146) 478; tdem 1911b (as
in n. 76) 46. The exact location was near a place called
,the Date-palm, (-ally Xouplaalitdv) at the intersection of
the Street of Hermes and the 686g Nopfidvvou, about
500 m. s-w of the Dipylon (cf. W. JUDEmH, Topogra-
phie Yon Athenÿ [Munich 1931] Plan I E-S/4). VEÿA-
SEIÿ.ÿ (as in n. 133) 116 Nr. 389, eonflating this site
with Chalandri, produced gibberish.
149 SvoRot.tos 1911a (as in n. t46) 476/7; idem 19lib
(as in n. 76) 56/7. In postulating a third altar he follow-
ed EOSTRATIta)ÿ: supra, n. 147.
Iso E. and I. Louc^s, Un autel de RhSa-Gybÿle et la
Grande Dÿesse de Phiya: Latomus 45 (1986) 3921404.
1 am very grateful to Kevha Clinton for referring me to
this publication. The location in St. George is recent;
GFmtAV.D saw the altar in a different church (Lovcm
393).
tst H. HEVDEMANN, Die antiken Marmor-Blldwerke...
zu Athen (Berlin 1874) 140/6 Nr. 379/80; SVORONOS
191 la (as in n. 146) 474/84 Nrs. 1746/7; HEÿIANN (as
in n. 621 148/50 Nr. 85; VLÿtASEREN (as in n. t33)
116/8 Nrs. 389/90; M.J. VERF,{ASEREN tt M. B. DE BOOR:
LIMC (as in n. 103) 3,1 (Ziirlch/Munlch 1980) 40 Nrs.
39617.
,5ÿ See the photographs published by LotJcm (as in n.
150) fgs. 113.
Iss Nothing can be seen on this side of the altar in Cha-
landri: LOUCAS (as in n. 150) 393,
lsÿ CONZÿ (as in n. 145) 75; g. KÿL, lnschrifen aus
Griechenland: Philologus Supplement 2 (GSttingen
1863) 588/91; G. WOLFF, Epigraphisches: RhMus 19
(1864) 301; G. DITrÿNBERGEm IG 3,1 (1878) 68 Nr.
172; G. KÿaBEL, Epigrammata Graeca ex lapidibus con-
lecta (Berlin 1878) 335/0 Nr. 822; gaaCHÿR: IG 2/3,3,
312 Nr. 4841; R. DtrrHov, The Taurobolium. Its Evolu-
tion and Terminology (Leiden 1969) 9/11 Nr. 5. Lou-
eAS (as in n. 150) 394 identifies Nr. 1746 as the altar of
Musonins, apparently followhÿg a confusion in the de-
scription by SVORONOS 191 la (as in n. 146) 478. I am
grateful to Dr. Olga Tzachou-Alexandri, Director of the
National Archaeological Mmeum, for confirming that
Nr. 1746 is ha fact the altar of Archeleos.
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minutely specified: in the archonslfip of Hennogenes, on the sixth before the kalends of
June (= 27 May), after the consulship of Honorius and Euodius (= 386; i. e., in the Attic
year 386/387), a taurobolium was made in Athens by Musonius 6 Xap.[xpfx(z,tog] _- vir
elarissinmsIss. Because of their identical iconography the altars are generally believed to be
close in date, although differences in workmanship are obvious even in photographs155.
The sides of the altars adjoining the insci'iption are decorated, first (pl. 10c), with
Rhea, the Mother of the Gods - identified by the tympanum and the lion - seated with her
hand draped on the shoulder of a youth in a Pht),gian cap, Attis. On the side opposite
(pl. 9a/b), the same Mother of the Gods, holding a tympanum (seen in foreshortening) in
her left hand, wearing braids and a kalathos or polos on her head, and with a lion by her
right foot, is enthroned beside another goddess who holds sprigs of grain mad a torch
wrapped by a snakOsL Flanking them are two torch-bearers, the type of the plaque of the
Nicomachl and a male in a short chiton and cape, holding a single torch. The fourth face of
the altars (pl. 10d) shows an assemblage ofeultic motifs: crossed torches, pine trees, ritual
vessels, a tympantun and a pedumlÿs.
The goddess enthroned with Rhea/Cybele (pl. 9a/b) should be Demeter; the attributes
of grain, torch, and snake are the same ones that identify her in the Lovatelli/Torre Nova
katharsis. The female torch-bearer, on the basis of the iconograplfic tradition already re-
viewed, would be Kore. The image of four divinities together presumably expresses some
kind of cultic or theological affiliation. In the standard, or what might be called the
Athenian interpretation of the group, most clearly emmciated by JOHN SVORONOS, the
fourth deity is Iacchus, the god who originated as the reifieation of the shout ({agÿ) of the
mystics marching to Eleusis on 19 Boedromion159. Though early equated with Dionysus,
Iacchus remained a distinctively Eleusinian figureJf0. According to SVORONOS, the combina-
tion of Rhea/Cybele with the ,Eleusinian triad, reflected some kind of ,mL',:ÿ (C, emisch) of
the Asiatic cult of Cybele to which the tanrobolium belonged, the Athenian cult of Rhea
localized in the Metroon ha the Agora, and the cult of Eleusistft. SVORONOS' interpretation
DWrENÿERGrm: 1G 3,1, 68 Nr. 173; KIRCHNER: IG 2/
3,3, 313 Nr. 4342; Dtrmov (as in n. 154) !113 Nr. 6.
For the expansion and interpretation of ÿpX[ov'tog] in
1.3 see E. S. ROBERTS ] E. A, GARDNER. An Introduc-
tion to Greek Epigraphy 2 {Cambridge 1905) 390 Nr.
143 ad loc.; and p. GRmÿCI)OR, Chronologie des archon-
tes athÿniens sous l'Emplre (Brussels 19221 268/9 Nr.
186. For the date: GRAlrCOort 269. For the consul Eu-
odins: A. H. M. Joh'Es/J. IL MARI-II','ÿALÿ /J. Mom,s,
The Prosopography of the Later Roman Empire (
PLRE) 1, A.D. 260-395 (Cambridge 1971) 297 ,Havins
Euodlus 2,.
1,6 SVORONOS 1911a (as in n. 146) 482: only a few
years apart, LoucAs (as in n. t50) 39fi16 dates the
Chalandri altar ,dam les mÿmes arm&s,.
m The blocky object on the Mother's head was identi-
fied as a polos by F. Nhuraarcn on the basis of the con-
ographJc tradition of the type: Die Ikonographie der
Kybele in der phrygisehen und der griechischen Kunst
= IstMitt Beih. 28 (Tflbingen 1983) 189. CONZE (as in
n. 145} 76 and GERHAtÿ {as in n. 1461 ?9 called it a
modlus. It is most commonly, though probably wrong-
ly termed a mural crown: HZYOÿtANN (as in n. lfiD
142, 145; SVOROrÿOS 1911a (as in n. 146) 479; VFÿ,ÿm-
SEREN {as in n. 133) 11118,
15B Coi'ÿzz (as in n. 1451 76/8; SvoRorcos 191 la (as in
n. 146) 478/81.
Is9 SvoRouos 191 la (as in n. 146) 479/80; idem 191 lb
(as in n. 76) 4718. Cf. Cor4zz (as in n. 145) 76/7: Cy-
bele, Demeter, two priestly figures; HÿWFÿArCN (as in
n. 151) 142/3, 145: Cybele, Demeter, AreheleoslMuso.
nins, Kore; V. STAIS, Marbres et bronzes du Musÿe Na-
tlonal 1 (Athens 1910) 237 Nr. 1746/?: Rhea, Deme-
ter, Dionysus (?), Kore; Vrao.t,ÿsraÿtÿ (as in n. 135)
117/8 Nrs. 389190: Cybele, Demeter, Hermes or lac-
chus, Kore.
leo See especially GRAy (as in n. 135) 51/78; also FOU-
CART 1914 (as in n, 132) 299, 444/56; JAMÿOtÿ (as in
n. 132) 162ÿ; Nttasotÿ (as in n. 115) 1, 664, 669; PARraÿ
(as in n. 1321 65; G. SVAÿtEm GASPARRO, Cormotazioni
metroache  di  Demetra  nel  coro  dell',Hena,  (w.
t301-1365): H0rnmages h M. J. Vermaseren 3 (Ley-
den 1978) 1152/3; Stt, toN 1983 (as in n. 115) 32/3.
161 Svoaoiÿos 1911a (as in n. 146) 48113; idem 19ttb
(as in n. 761 48/9. On the Metroon see H. A. TÿOMe-
SOÿ, Buildings on the West Side of the Agora: Hespefia
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was fostered by his reconstruction of the Fred-spot of the altars, in Athens near the so-called
Iaccheion,, and by the resemblance of the seated image of Rhea to the world-famous cult
statue of the Athens Metroon, ascribed in ancient sources to both Pheidias and his pupil
AgorakritoslSL
The LotJcases run against all of this evidence in making a case that the quartet of
divinities on the altars commemorates the cult of the ÿGreat Goddess, of Phlya, the ancient
site of Chalandij. They claim that the seated goddesses are Kore/Persephone, with the
grain, and Demeter/Cybele, with the tympanum. The torch-bearers are identified as Her-
mes and HekatO6s. Their argument is inspired principally by the present location of the
third altar and by the conviction that the other two also came from Chalandri/Phlya|64. In
fact, pace SVORONOS, the altar of Musonius does seem to have been discovered in that
region. When HÿNZÿN published its inscription in 1867 it was from a copy made by U.
KOHtÿR at Marousi, a village in sight of Chalandri; and DITI'ENBERGER published the same
inscription in 1878 with the note that it had been fottnd at Kephisia, which is just beyond
Marousi on the same road16s. Yet it also is true that both altars, of Mnsonius and Archeleos,
explicitly memorialize taurobolia celebrated in Athen.s, and the statue types depicted have
Athenian tfistoriesÿ66.
SVOROr, tOS pointed out another relationship, between the imagery of the altars and a
kind of votive or apotropaic object found throughout Greece and Asia Minor in the early
hellenistic period (fourth/third centures b. c. e.), in which the statue of the Mother is
shown enthroned in an architectural frame (naÿ'skos). FPJrS)ÿpJI,:E NAtJMANN recently cata-
logued nearly 150 of these objects, which she divided into sub-groups on the basis of varia-
I:
i,
between the Dipylon and the Sacred Gate. See W.
HOEpFNER, Das Pompelon und seine Nachfolgerbauten
Keramelkos 10 (Berlin 1976). The temple of Deme-
ter has not been found: idem l?ls69. On the ctdt statue
of the Metroon see: Pliny, Natural History 36,17 (J.
At,ÿ [1931t 54, commentary A. ROOVÿRET 140, Jrzÿ-
BLAKE [as in n. 851 190/1. R. IL WVCHEmmV, Literary
and Eplgraphlcal Testlmonia - The Athenian Agora 3
[Princeton 1957] 155 Nr. 489); Pausanias, 1,3.5 (M. H.
ROCHA-PEREmA 1 [19731 7, commentary H. HITZIG /
H. BLOMNER 1 [13961 143/4, FRAZER 2, 68, BESCHI/
MOSTf 272/3); Aiwian, PeHplous Ponti Euxini 9,1 (A. G.
Roos / G, WmTH [1967] 1t0, \Vvcr|ÿaiÿv 152 Nr.
468). Cf. VtÿRMASErÿN (as in n, 133) 3/7 Nr. 1; NAU-
r,ÿANN (as in n. 157) 159/69.
16ÿ LOUCAS (as in n. 150) 3991402.
lu Ibid. 3944.
165 G. FlrÿzEt¢, lscrlzione taurobollaca: Bullettino del-
l'hastituto di Corrispondenza Archeologica (1867 ) 174;
DrÿEmÿERCER (as in n. 155). For the location of these
villages see K. BAEDZÿtER, Greece. Handbook for Travel-
lets (Leipzig 1909) 111/3, map opp, 96; R. SÿLWÿt.L
et al. (ed.), The Princeton Encyclopedia of Classical
Sites {Princeton 1976) 2t6 ,Chalandri,.
1ÿ Archeleos: 'Awfÿootv; Musonins: ÿv 'A0ÿvatq, Svo-
RONOS made the point that objects like the altars are
known to have been displaced from Athens to such
country sites as Chalandrl in relatively recent times:
(as in n, 146) 477.
6 (1937) 115/217; tdem / R. E. WÿCH[mÿV, The Agora
of Athens = The Athenian Agora 14 (Princeton 1972)
29/38.
6ÿ The laceheinn is mentioned in two sources of the
second century c.e. as a place near which indigents
interpreted dreams: Plutarch, Aristides 27,4 (ZIÿGtÿR
[as in n. 129] 1,1, 286); Atciphron, Letters 23,1 {M. A.
Scn[psas [1905; reprint 1969] 86). Because of its
name it is assumed to have been the home of the sta-
tue of lacchus that was carried in procession to Eleusis
on the sixth day of the Greater Mysteries, Boedromlon
19: FoucartT 1900 (as in n. 138) 121/2; idem 1914 (as
in n. 132) 324/39; Dÿuÿt¢ÿlÿ (as in n. 116) 73; voÿ WI-
LAr.tOXÿTZ-MoELtÿt,ÿOaFF (as in n. 142) 161; MVLOI'IAS
(as in n, 108) 253/8; M. MAAS, Die Prohedrie des Din-
nysostheaters in Athen (Munich 1972) 119; CutcroN
1974 (as in n. 7?) 96; GIÿAF (as in n. 135) 49ÿs; MÿKAL-
SON (as in n. 139) 5819; PAaKÿ (as in n. 132) 65/3;
SÿMOÿ 1983 (as ha n. 115) 3213. This would site it near
the Dipylon and the Pompeion, the building for the
preparation of the processions,, which is the location
specified by Pausanias for the temple of Demeter.
From the coincidence one infers that the temple of De-
meter and the laccheion were the same: Pausanias,
Description of Greece 1,2,4, commentary byJ. G. FRA-
zÿa, Pausanias's Description of Greece 2 (London
1398) 46, L, BKscm / D. MuSTI, PausanJa. Gtfida della
Grecla 1 (Farlgliano 1982) 263. The Pompeion has
been well studied by modem archaeologists; it stood
i!
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167 N^Uÿ,tAtCN (as in n. 157) 18017; 313/21 Nrs. 137/
214; 827182 Nrs, 270/3, 277183, 287/9, 299, 301/16;
336/8 Nrs. 855/80. The virtually contemporary cata-
logue of VrÿstAszRrÿ (as in n. 133) includes many of
the same objects; unfortunately there is no concor-
dance between them.
168 NAUMANN (as in n. 157) 182, 328 Nrs. 278/83.
1ÿ9 Athens, National Archaeological Museum Nr. 1540;
VEÿtASÿ.EN (as in n. 133) 99 Nr. 3281NAUt<ArCN (as in
n. 157) 188/90, 384 Nr. 337, similarly Nrs. 836, 338/
54. For an example ÿdth a sceptre see M.-A. ZAGDOUN)
Collection Paul Canellopoulos (XI): BullCorrHell 102
(1978) 306 fig. 19. NAUMANN took the figures to rep-
resent two aspects of Cybele; K. Rrÿ called the god-
dess with the sceptre Demeter: FAn sllbemes Kybelere-
linf aus Eretria: Antike Kmÿst 26 (1983) 79.
t;0 LOVCAS (as in n. 150) 403 compared the doubled
image to Damophon's cult statue of Despoina and De-
meter at Lycosura, while admitting hat there is no ne
I                      cessary connection between them
[( ]                         Athens, National Archaeological Museum Nr 3538,
"tl t              from the ".vest slope of the Acropolis; N^VMArCt¢ (as in
i q [                      n. 1571 827 Nr. 270. The third subs diary figure, on he
'lJ                      left anta, is Pan.
ii/,/                      17€ SvoRotcos (as in n. 146) 3, ed. A. PHILArÿrLPrlEUS'J[ÿ                   (Athens 1937) 62516, pl. GXVII 1544 ÿ VrÿAsrÿlÿ
as.[[                ( m.. 138) 99 Nr $30, N^ÿ,ÿ (ÿ in. 157) sis
|[                      Nr. 188 SVORONOS pL CXX 1557 = VEIÿtAS
f,]                                          ÿ 102i:'                       Nr. 340, pl. XCIII, NAtÿthm¢ 318 Nr. 191. The images
tions in the goddess' attributesÿ67. The Mother of the taurobolium altars corresponds
exactly to NAUMANN'S type 2r, represented by six naÿskoi of which two at least were found
in AthensIns. On another type of naÿskos, of which at least ten have been found in Athens,
the Mother appears as twins; one holds a tympanum and the other, often, a sceptre
(pl. Pc)ÿ69. The Demeter of the tanrobolium altars looks very much llke the Mother with a
sceptre, made into Demeter by the addition of grain sprigs and the snake-0.
On some naYskoi the Mother is shown with two companions, a youthful male and fe-
male, who appear as relatively tiny figures on the antae (pl. ]d)m. The malden holds one
or two long torches upright, and the young man often carries a pitcher. SVORONOS believed
that they were Iacchus and Persephone, claiming - wrongly, as far as I can see in his
photographs - that in two cases the maiden exactly reproduces the type of Kore with
dow'n-tumed torches'ÿ. Today the male figure is almost universally identified as Hermes,
but the name of the malden remains elusive; most call her Hekate or Artemis, but Kore
and Demeter also are in contentionÿTS. Em,ÿmT WILL proposed that she never had a proper
name but was an anonymous ,gÿrh, and NAnMAt,ÿN opted to call her the ,torch-bearlng
young goddessd74. The LoocAses cited these nai'skoi as evidence that the torch-hearer on
the altars is Hekate, but the comparison, if it is valid, hardly proves this'S. It is just as
possible that assimilation with a well-known statue transformed the unnameable compan-
ion of the antae into Kore, or confirms that she was Kore all along.
My own opinion - and it is only an opinion - is that the imagery on the taurobolium
altars constitutes a fourth-century rationalization of an old iconography that was no longer
fully meaningful, or not reflective of the theulogdcal understanding of the Mother of the
Gods cut'cent among fourth-century pagans, or not entirely appropriate to the cult designa-
are very hard to read, but the torches seem to be up-
right.
ils O. \VALTER, Beschreibung der Reliefs im ldelnen
Akropolismuseum in Athen (Vienna 1923) 75/7 Nrs.
127, 129 (Hekate); C. PÿCARD, Traprzophore seulptd
dun sanctuaire thas en: MonPiot 40 (1944) 127/8, 129
fig. 8, pt. X (Hekate); idem, Sur un ,naJskos, inddit de
Cybele au Musee du Caire: MonPiot 49 (1957) 42/3
(Hekate? or Artemis Phosphoros?), 54; K. SCrtAUEt,V
Btmÿ, Zu Darstellungen aus der Sage des Adanet und
des Kadmos: Gymnasium 64 (1957 221 (,wohl Deme-
er,); T. KRAOS, Hekate. Studien zu Wesen und Blld der
G6ttin in Klelnasien und Griechenland (Heidelberg
1960) 7213 (not Hekate; Persephone?); C. BL0ÿtÿt, Die
ldassisch griechischen Skulpturen der Staatlichen Mu-
seen zu Berlin (Berlin 1966) 80/1 Nr. 94 (Hekate or
Kore); SVAMEm GASpAP, rto (as in n. 160) 1167/9 (He-
kate); M.J. VÿtASÿRrÿ, Kybele und Merkur: Studlen
zur ReligiQn und Kultur Kleinaslens. Festschrlft F. IC
DSrner (Leyden 1978) 961,963/4 {Hekate); RESER {as
in n. 169) 81; L. KAHm / N. leARn: LIMC (as in n. lOS)
2,1 (Ziifich/Munich 1984) 660 Nr. 501 (Artemis), 702
Nr. 1042a (Artemis-Hekate), 1042b (Artemis).m E. Wtm, Aspects du culte et de la 16gende de la
Grande Mÿre dam le monde grec: E!dments orlentaux
dans la religion grecque anclemie. Co?toque de Stras-
bourg 1958 (Paris 1960) 106; NALrÿLttNN (as in n. 157)
176; c£ KRAUS (as in n. 173) 73ÿ.
lÿs LOUCAS (as in n. 150) 402.
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tion of the altar. There is also the possibility, suggested by others, that the iconography in
some way reflects the priestly offices of Archeleos, who was daduch of Kore at Lerna*TL In
any case the altars betray some artistic pretension, as the designer of the prototype chose
distinguished statuary models to clarify, modify, or elevate the conventions of the more
popular naÿskol. As if to draw attention to these statuary models, the carver of the altar of
Musonins (pl. 9b) depicted the torch-bearer standing on a plinth.
SVORONOS, again, has done the most to recover or reconswuct the statue's history.
Correlating the evidence of the coins (pl. 1 la), the altars, and the casket from Torte Nova,
he concluded that the torch-bearer was part of a group representing Iacchus, Demeter, and
Kore. He identified them as the cult images described in the second century by Pausanias,
at the begirmlng of his tour of Athens:
Qn entering the city there is a building for the preparation of the processions, wbAch are held in
son,ÿe eases every year, in others at longer intervals. Hard by is a temple of Demeter, w h images
ot tlae goaness herself and of her daughter, and of Iacchns holding a torch (fi'i6ÿwra 8ÿ: a6ÿ x8
¢aÿ. iI ÿaÿg r, cxl 8a'fSa ÿXc0v "IÿKxog). On the wall, in Attic characters, is written that they are works
of Praxitelesm.
,D
w
e
The ,building for the preparation of the processions, would be the Pompeion by the
Dipylon, and the temple of Demeter ,hard by* would be the so-called IaccheionlTS. The
statues described by Pausanias are one of two sets of Eleusinian deities attributed to Praxi-
teles in ancient literature, the other being a group of ,Flora (Cora?), Triptoletnus and Ce-
res, seen by Pliny in the Gardens of Servilius at Rome and often said, on no historical basis,
to have been brought to Rome from Eleusis and/or to have closely resembled the triad by
Praxiteles in Athens'9. To my knowledge, there has been no comprehensive attempt to
reconstruct these statue groups, but there is a consensus in recent literature about the
general appearance of the Kore. The Praxitelean Kore - one type or two, depending on
i;6 CONZE (as in n. 145) 77; GERHARD (as ill n. 146)
8011; HEYDEMANN (ÿ.$ in n. 151) 143, 145.
m Pausanias 1,2,4 (ROCHA-PEREIRA 1, 4, commentary
HIrZlG/BLOMNER l, 130, FRAZER 2, 46/8, BESCm/MUSTI
262/3, L. BESCHI: LIMC [as in n. 103] 4,1,879 Nr. 415,
CUNTON 1992 [as in n. 117] 136/7 Nr. 1; Eng. tr. W.
H. S. JONES = LCL Pausanins 1, 11). SVORONOS 1911a
(as ha n. t46); tdem 1911b (as ha n. 76) 39152. Other
opinions about tbe same group: A. KALat,*ANN, repor-
ted ha ArchAnz 1897, 186: the Cherchel Demeter (BE-
SCHI: LIMC 4,1, 652 Nr. 54), the Kore Albani (W.
FUCHS: HELBIGs [as ha n. 7] 4 [1972] 316/7 Nr. 3342),
and tbe Eros Soranzo (LIMC [as ha n. 151 ] 3,1,861 Nr.
77). E. L6wv, Aus attischen Reliefs: Antike PlastiL W.
Amelung zum sechfigsten Geburÿstag (Berlln/Leipzig
1928) 136: the goddesses and young torch-bearer on
the pellke from Kertsch and the PourtalSs vase (&ÿ.*ON
1983 [as ha n. 115] pl. 8,1/2; Bÿcm: LIMC 4,1,877/8
Nrs. 399, 404). G. E. Rlzzo, Prassitele (Milan/Rome
1932) 10013: Demeter and Kore as on the reliefs from
Eleusis (infra n. 18t, pL 9b/c). A. N. OIKONOÿaIDES: lÿ,l-
HOOF-BLUMER/GARDNER (36 ha n. 75) LX: tentative as-
soclation with the group of two goddesses and a figure
in a chariot, identified by SHrÿR as Demeter, on a se-
cond-century Athenian bronze coin (SHr.:aÿ [as in n.
74] 307, 308 fig. t6,2). Follovfing SvoaoNos are:
S,rAR 307/9; G. DrPot.ÿ, Die grlechische Plastik
Handbuch der Archÿologÿe 5,3,1 (Munich 1950) 241;
tdem: PW 22,2 (1954} 1789190 Nr. 6; B. VIEWqmSEL-
SCrÿLrV.B, Klasslsche $kulpmren des 5. und 4. Jahrhun-
derts v. Chr. ÿ Glyptothek M0.nchen, Katalog der
Skulpturen 2 (Munich 1979) 377; KROtL, Coins (as in
n, 74) 12246.
tls Supra n. 162.
Pliny, Natural History 36,23 (ANÿvaÿ 66, cornmen-
tar), ROtWIÿ:RET 14415, JÿX-BLtaÿ [as in n. 851 19415):
Romae Praxitells opera sum Flora, Tfiptotemus, Ceres
ha hortis Seruilianis. M. Rtÿat.ÿ, Die eteuslnischen
Grttlnnen (Stra!ÿburg 19011 8516; Pazzo 1932 (as ha n.
177) 100/l; B. Nÿtrrscÿq, Studien zur vortanagrÿilseh-
attischen Koroplastik ÿ Jblnst Ergtinzungsheft 16 (Bet.
lin 1952) 5213; R. KAÿVS-J.maI% Studlen zu Frauenfigu-
ren des vierten Jahrhunderts vor Christus (Darmstadt
1963) 15, but c£ 22; A. PmCHLOW-BÿDOÿaT, Demeter
trod Persephone ha der atfischen Kunst des 6. bis 4.
Jahrhunde*ÿs: Jblnst 87 (1972) 13819. M. Pÿzÿ, Grie-
chlsche Kunstwerke aus Krlegsbeute und ihre 6ffentli-
che Aufstellung ha Rom, Diss. Hamburg (1975) 168I
makes a reasonable case for retaining ,Flora, rather
than ,Cora,.
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is0 Athens, National Archaeological Museum Nr. 216;
B. S. RIDGWA'I, Hellenistic Sculpture 1 (Madison 1990)
pl. 182b. The connection between the type(s) of Kore
and the base was first made by W. AMELUtCO, Florenti-
ner Antiken (Munich 1898) $2/8; he advised seeking
the author of the lost original ,nicht in Praxiteles selbst
oder einem Zeitgenossen, sondern in einem Schiller
desselbem ($5/6); and he explicitly denied an identifi-
cation with the group seen by Pausanias. cf. idem, Die
Basis des Praxiteles aus Mantinea (Munich 1895) 50/5.
For a review of subsequent scholarship see IÿSwY (as in
n. 177) 1587; more recendy LIPPOLD 1950 (as in n.
1771 257; NEUTSCH (as in n. 129) 42/55 KAnUS-JmaN
(as in n. 179 1/22: PÿSCHLOW-BIrÿOKAT (as in n. 179)
13619; R. KABus-PREISSHOFEN, Statuettengruppe aus
dem Demeterheiligtum bei Kyparlssi auf Kos: Antike
Plastik 15 (1978) 5012. The base itself is no longer uni-
versally attributed to Prmxiteles: RIDGÿVAy 10fiÿ9, 258.
Ist Eleusis, Museum Nr. 5061, from the Plutoneion,
1888; second half of the fourth century b. c. e.: PESCH-
LOW'BINDOKAT (as ill r!, 1791 152 Nr. R47; BEÿSCHI:
LIMC 4,1, 875 Nr. $79; here pL t lb. Paris, Louvre Nr.
752, from Eleusis; second half of the fourth century
b. c.e.: PESCHLOW-BINDOKAT lfi8 Nr. R67; BESCHI:
LIMC 4,t, 885 Nr. 284; here p}. llc.
i** For another, equally dissimilar type once identified
as the Roman ,Flora, see RIDGI, VAy (as in n. 180) 92.
Pausanias' reference to ,Attic characters, suggests ano-
ther possibility, that the group in the lacchelon was the
work of an older Praxiteles; so KAlxÿthutq (as in n.
177 ) and LtwY (as in n. 1 ? 7). This does not help SVO-
RONOS' hypothesis, as the Torte Nova/Musonius type
looks even less like a fifth-century statue. On the elder
Praxiteles: U. KOEHLrm, Praxiteles der .ÿltere: AthMitt
9 (1884) ;ÿ8182; FP, AZHÿ (as in n. 1621 2 46/8; A.
Coÿo, Prassitele il Vecchio: Nturfismatica e antichltfi.
classlche, Q uadernl ticinesi 15 (1986) 85/8.
l*s For SVORONOS' explanation of the differences see
idem 19lib (as in n. 76) 48.
lsl PÿCHt-OW'Btt'/DOliAT (as in n. 179) 60/187. She
mentions the torch-bearer on the Torte Nova casket in
an appendix (p. 141), but expresses no opinion about
its prototype.
how one explains vm'iations in stance and drapery among the copies - is characterized by
an especially complicated wrap of the hhnation, drawn twice across her breast in a distinc-
tive chiasma, similar to the ÿap of the Muse with the double flute on the base from
MantineiatS°. She stands frontally and usually holds two torches, always upwards, one in
each hand (pl. lib) or both in one (pl. llc)lSL On reliefs she is often paired with a majes-
tic, standing Demeter; they are sometimes joined by Triptolemus, not by Iacchus. This
image is not at all like the Kore of the Torre Nova casket and the taurobolium altarsÿ82
Delightful as it would be to discover a statue of Praxiteles on the plaque of the Nico-
machi, it does not seem that SVORONOS' hypothesis can be salvaged. The goddess with
reversed torches is un-Praxitelean, and the existence of his postulated ga'oup is dubious. It is
just credible that the male figure carrying a torch in both hands, variously represented on
the casket, the altars, and the coins (pis. 7a, 9a/b, lla), goes back to a single exemplar,
and it is striking that he occurs so consistently with the Kore. But it is a strain to reconcile
the divergences among the figures of Demeter, informal and almost languid on the Roman
reliefs (pls. 7a, 8a, d), shrouded and stiffly frontal on the altars (p1. 9a/b)lsL Nor is it
plausible that the first type can be the statue represented on the coins (pl. 1 la, 3-4 and
lower left center). The latter show the goddess upright and looking forward, holding a
sceptre rather than a torch and, on the bronze coins at least, seated on a throne rather than
the cista.
The statue of Kore with down-turned torches must have been post-Praxitelean, a con-
clusion from style which is confirmed by iconography. The survey by ANtaEUÿE PÿCrtLOW-
Blt, moÿ'r turned up no Attic examples of Persephone (Kore) with two reversed torches
between the sixth and the fourth centuries b. c. e.tSÿ The image was a later hellenistic
invention, possibly not far in date from its first known appearance, on tetradractuns of ca.
80 b.c.e.
The unique contribution of the taurobolium altars to our understanding of the plaque
of the Nicomachi is their demonstration that the same image of Kore came to be of icon-
ographic interest simultaneously in Athens and in Rome. If it were not for the altars, we
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would suppose that the designer of the ivory plaque discovered the type in Rome in one of
its derivations there: the Naples relief, the casket from Tone Nova, or another example
since lost. But it is almost unbelievable that the same exemplar was taken up by the same
kind of patron (prestigious, pagan) at the same time in the two most prominent pagan
religious centers by coincidence, especially when there is strong circumstantial evidence
that the patrons were in personal contact.
The introduction of the tanrobolium to Athens is plausibly attributed to Roman influ-
ence, since in the fourth century the rite was commonly practiced by western aristocrats
but is virtually um'ecorded in the eas08s. One such aristocrat, Vettius Agorius Praetextatus,
was proconsul of Achaia from 362 to 364 and resident in Athens. During this period he and
his wife Panlina became initiates of Eleusis, and Paulina also was initiated into the myste-
ries of the Eleushffan triad at Lerna, where Archeleos of the taurobolium altars was da-
duchtsr. It has been suggested that Archeleos was responsible for her inltiationÿSL Praetex-
tatus and Paulina returned to Rome, where they were intimates of the Nicomachi and the
Symmachi, and it could have been through them that the designer of the ivory diptych
became aware of the Athenian Kore. But knowledge of it also could have been had more
directly. Nicomachns Flavianus, son of the father conventionally associated ÿvith the ivory
plaque, was named proconsul of Asia in 382 and apparently stopped in Athens on his way
to Antioch in the winter of 382/383Iss. Himerius gave him a prolix send-oflqsg. On tiffs visit
Flavian Jr. could have met Musonlus of the altar dated 3861387, who probably was the
man described by Zosimus as ,anxious to excel [his] father [also Mnsonius, apparently the
prominent sophist] in learning and virtue:0. Musonins' brother Antiochus may have been
the like-nanaed recipient of letters from Symmachus, written while the former was in Rome
in an official capacity in 39119t.
The plaque of the Nicomactfi represents an Athenian statue. Tiffs does not necessarily
imply that the ivory carver was in Athens (althougia I would not exclude that), because the
carver could have worked, with direction, from one of the Roman derivatives. But surely
the designer, mad probably the patron (if these were not the same person) and the reci-
pient (the intended audience) had knowledge of the statue prototype. I assert this not only
lss The only inscriptional evidence known to DLqÿOY
(as in n. 154) 1 is on these altars. A Christian source
reproves the emperorJulian with a taurobolium, but it
ts not clear in honor of which deity, Magna Mater or
Mithras: Gregory of Nazlanzus, Oration 4,52 (J. BrR-
tcam)t = SC 309 (19831 156; A. KUPÿIANN, Gregor yon
Nafiara, Oratio 4 gegen Julian. Eirl Kormnentar [Basel
1988] 174/81).
1ÿ6 E                                   '    "  •• BOP.MANN / G. HENZEN: COIpU$ mscnptlonum
Latinarttm (= CIL) 6,1 (t876) 397 Nr. 1779 = VEÿA-
SÿP.ÿ (as in n. 133) 3 {Leyden 1977) 6214 Nr. 246, pls.
CXXXIII]CXXXV: sacratus Libero et Eteusinis; CIL
6,1, 398 Nr. 1780 = VwaÿLÿsÿv.ÿzq 79 Nr. 295: sacratae
apud Eleusinam deo laccho Cereri et Corae; sacratae
apud Laernaÿn deo Libero et Cereri et Corae. A. CHA-
SrAcrÿor, Les Fastes de la priÿfecture de Rome aus Bas-
Empire (Paris 1962) 17118 Nr. 69; PLRE !, 72214 ,Vet-
dus Agofius Praetextatus 1,, 675 ,Fabla Aconla Paulina
41,
t*) E. GaOAG, Die Reichsbeamten von Achaia ha spÿt-
rrmischer Zelt = Dissertationes pannonicae s. 1, 14
(Budapest 1946) 55ÿ; cf. DITrENBERGER: IG 3,1, 68 Nr.
172; K. MEULI: PW 12,2 (1925) 2093. For a possible
comaection between Archeleos and the Syrmnachi too
tenuous to be reported here, see A. Fxÿrrz, Late Anti-
quity, A. D. 267-700 = The Athenian Agora 24 (Prin-
ceton 1988) 50/1.
18s O. 8EECK: PW 6,2 (1909) 2512; PLRE 1, 345 ,Nico-
rnachus Flavianus 14,.
Is9 Himerius, Oration 12, E(g (1)ÿ,a]3tav6v npomll-
n'tÿptog (COLONNA 9819), cE Orations 36, 43 (Co-
LOtCNA 149152, 178/9).
tÿ ZosCmus, New History 5,5 (F. PASCHOUD 8 (19861
10, Commentary 8819; Eng. tr. R. T. RmLÿV, Zoslmus.
New History = Byzmatina Australiensia 2 [Canberra
19821 100/1, commentary 207); cg GROAe (as in n.
187) 39/40; PLRE 1, 613/4 ,Musonius 2, and ÿMuso-
nlus 3,. The Musonlus of the altar could not have been
the elder Musonius, who was killed in 868.
191 Symmachus, Eplstulae 8,41, 42, 74 (O. SEECK =
MGH AA 6,1 [1888] 226/7, 285). GROAG (as in n.
187) 66/7; PASCHOtrO (as hi n. 190) 89.
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because such knowledge was possible for people of their station, but because it enhances
appreciation of the transformation of the original that was wrought on the plaque. For just
as with Pietas on the plaque of the Symmachi, the identity of the Kore has been masked by
small iconographic alterations that effectively suggest a different subject.
Tile signifying changes were enumerated in the comparison of the ivory plaque with
the Naples relief. Features unique to the ivory are the ivy garland, the bared breast, the
classical treatment of the drapery, and the apron-like wrap of tile mantle. The fu'st three
were attributes of maenads; they belonged to an inherited but timeless iconography that
was still alive in the fourth century, for example on the silver plates from Mildenhall
(pl. 12a)ÿ9ÿ. The fourth element, the mantle, belonged to the Same semantic sphere but
was no longer part of tile current visual language. It is a familiar "detail of mystery scenes
dating from the first century b. c. e. or the early empire, e. g., the stucco panels from the
Farnesina (pl. 12b)Jgs. Again the ambient is Dionyslac.
iI,
CONCLUSION
i
i
On the level of immediate recognition, the torch-bearer of Nicomachorum is a bac-
chante. Like the woman on the companion plaque of the Symmachi, she is identified by
unmistakable attributes and conventions that refer to the cult of Dionysus, Roman Liber.
But also as with Symmachorum, the consistency of these references is undermined - at
least for the modem interpreter - by the tree. The pine tree belonged to the symbolism of
Cybele and Attis. One of the reliefs of an arcbigallus found in Ostia, made about a century
before the ivory diptych, shows the high priest of Cybele ha a very similar composition,
standing with two short torches before an altar under a pine tree (pl. 12c)ÿ94. The same
crotala hang from the branches. Yet the action is different: the high priest honors Attis
with his torches, the Bacchic woman does not. She honors no god and makes no sacrifice,
but stands with her torches lowered in a ritual position; or perhaps, as PIRRO LacoPao
understood the relief in Naples, she is lighting one torcb from the other. The altar is the
source of her fire.
It is possible to read the plaque of the Nicomachi very simply, as a bacchante with
lustral torches in a mystic landscape. The pine tree, llke the oak, also appears in Dionysiac
imagery and can be taken here, as in other Dionysiac reliefs, as an index of locale rather
than ofcul09s. But under her Bacchlc disguise the torch-bearer is Kore, the same Kore who,
nell'Isola Sacra (Rome 1940) 205/10: R, CALZA / M.
FLOR[ANI 81ÿIJARCIAPINO, Museo ostlense (Rome 1962)
23 Nr. 19 (159); VFÿa, tASEREN 1977 (as in n. 186) 141/
2 Nr. 447.
195 E.g., F. Ma'rz, Die dionysischen Sarkophage 1 =
Die antlken Sarkophagreliefs 4,1 (Berlin 1968) 18518
Nr. 37, Pls. 84/6; 25112 Nr. 108, PL 187; tdem 8 = Die
antlken Sarkophagreliefs 4,3 (Berlin 1969) 386/8 Nr.
216 ÿ LFÿMAhq'€'HARTLEBFÿ/OLSEtÿ (as in rÿ 66) 15,
86, fig. 13.
192 London, British Museum Nrs.  t946.10-7.2/7.3,
fourth century. K. S. P,utcrÿ, The Mildenhall Treasure
(London 1977) 26 Nrs. 2/3; idem, Silver Picture Plates
of.Late Antiquity, A. D. 300 to ?0O: Archaeologia 108
(1986) 29 Nrs. 18/9.
19ÿ M. TALOn: I. BRAC.ÿVnNI / M. Dÿ VOS (ed.), Mu-
seo Nazinnale Romano. Le pitture 2,1 (Rome 1982)
193 Inv. 1087.
9, Ostla, Museum 19 (159), from the necropolis of
Isola Sacra. G. Cat.zA, La necropoli del Porto di Roma
• ?
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on contemporary Athenian taurobolium altars, is shown in the entourage of Cybele. The
viewer aware of thls subtext is (and probably would have been) inclined to see the tree as
Cybelean, and to infer from it some reference to the commonality of different mysteries. It
is not necessary to expand this message (as modem interpreters might tend to do) into a
comprehensive statement of late antique, late neoplatonlc henotheism. The allusion could
have been less grandiose and more traditional, pertaining specifically to the nature and
purpose of mystery rites. A fundamental unity of the mysteries was a Roman tenet long
before the fourth century. Around the turn of the millennium, Strabo expressed it this
way:
•.. Most of the Greeks assigned to Dionysus, Apollo, Hecate, the Muses, and above all to Deme-
ter, everything of an orgiastic or Bacchic or choral nature, as weU as the mystic element in
initiations; and they give the name dacchus, not only to Dionysus but also to the leader-ln-chief
of the mysteries, who is the genius of Demeter*gn.
dacchus,, ,the genius of Demeter,, was Roman Liber. That much was said by Cicero:
... Liber whom our ancestors solemnly and devoutly consecrated with Ceres and Libera,
the import of wlfich joint consecration may be gathered from the mysteriesdgL The equa-
tion recurs in the epitaphs of Vettius Praetextatus and Paullna: ,consecrated to Liber and
the Eleuslnian goddesses,, ,consecrated at Heusls to the god Iacchus, Ceres and KoredgS. In
her Bacc|fic guise the Kore of the ivory plaque easily suggests Libera, her Roman counter-
part, but this does not explain the pine tree. In De raptu Proserpinae, Claudian stages the
abduction while Ceres is attending the mysteries of Cybele at Mount Ida, and has Proser-
pina reprove her in a dream: ,Hast thou heart to dance, cruel mother? Canst thou revel
tlu'ough the cities of Phrygia?0°9 This reaffirms the possibility of a reference to Cybele in
the plaque, but still does not explain it. It may be that there is no explication for uninitia-
tes, as Cicero warned about Liber.
Viewed as the modern scholar usually imagines it, splayed open with front and back
sides forming a continuum (pl. 4a), the diptych offers an obvious, homogeneous subject
and a more subtle binary one. The obvious subject is Bacchic, a sacrifice in a rustic land-
scape with a superhuman female, a bacchante, standing potently by. The cryptic subject
involves Pietas and Kore, the one representing Rome, the other Athens. From their oppo-
sition, or complementarity, arise any number of meditations on the history, meaning, and
value of the Dionysiac mysteries for fourth-century pagans, but these belong to another,
more subjective and speculative mode of criticism than the simple iconographic decipher-
ment which has been the project here.
This article began by returning to the work of HANS GRAEWN. In conclusion we can
look back even farther, to the very first scholarly discussion of the diptych by Arcrot, no
Strabo, Geography 10,3,10 (F. Lassÿ 7 [19711
69170; Eng. tr. H. Iÿ JoNr.S = LCL Strabo 5, 95).
91 Cicero, De natura deorum 2,62 (van t)vÿ BrIO-
'WAEN£ 2, 89; PEASE 2, 702/3; Eqg. tr. RACVaÿAÿt ÿ LCL
1831. cf. H. LE BoÿrÿEc, Le cuhe de Cdrÿs a Rome.
Des origines ÿ la fin de la Rdpublique (Paris 1958) 3061
10.
iÿl Supra n. 186. Similarly Servius, In Vergilil Bucoll-
con liblxun commentarlus 6,15 (G. Tmro [1887; rep-
rlnt 19611 67): laccho autem vlno, a Libero pane, qui
etiam lacchus vocatur, lm Bot,q,nÿc (as in n. 197)
309.
Claudian, De raptu Proserpinae 1,1791213; 3,10213
(CrL, aÿT 18/9, 63, commentaW 118121, 167, Hatÿ
[as in n. 131 29719, 32516, J. B. ÿ Claudian, De
Raptu Proserpinae [Cambridge 19691  132/3, 166,
commentary 205/7; Eng. tr. PtÿXtÿAUÿR = LCL Clau-
dian 2, 353).
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FRANCESCO GoPa, Gore recognized that the Nicomachorum torch-bearer has the attributes
of a bacchante, and he saw that the subject of the companion leaf must be Bacclfic as well.
He proposed that the women represent two stages of a Dionysiac initiation20O. That was in
the 1750sÿ01.
BRYN MAWR
DALE ICa NNEy
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00 Gore (as in n. 57) 20314: Gore's work was publish-
ed posthumously; he died in 1757.
01 This article was submitted for publication too soon
to take account orB. Y-aILERmH, A Different Interpreta-
tion of the Nicomachorum-Syrmnachomm Diptych:
JbAC 34 (1991) 115/28. KItLIUÿ.ICH'S understanding of
the iconography is essentially llke BLOCH'$ (ÿ in n.
10): *the representation is ... likely to be a symbolic
s)mcretistlc illustration of pagan religion as such* (p.
122); and she follows CAt,ÿrmON (as in n. 11 ) in holding
that the lowered torches, here shown to belong to the
iconography of katharsis, connote a funeral. Her con-
clusion that the diptych commemorated the death of
Praetextatus is an imaginative variation on CAMEROU'S
hypothesis that it marked the death of Quintus Aure-
lius Symrnachus. More dramatic but less substantial is
J. M. EtSÿ,ÿERG, The Symmachi Ivory Diptych Panel.
A nineteenth-century interpretation of a lost original?:
Minerva 4,2 0993) 12/8. His arguments will be refut-
ed elsewhere: D. KltcNEV, A Late Antique Ivory Plaque
and Modem Response, and A. Cÿ Suÿflicio Syrama-
chorum. A Postscript: AmJournArch 98 (1904), forth-
coming.
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